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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班 

碩士論文提要 

 

論文名稱： 

讀者劇場對台灣國小學童英語口語閱讀流暢度和學習態度之影響：個案研究 

指導教授：余明忠 博士 

研究生：陳逸涵 

論文提要內容： 

 本個案研究旨在探討讀者劇場對一位參與英語補救教學的國小學童口語閱

讀流暢度以及學習態度的影響。資料收集與分析主要採取質性之資料收集及分析

法，以期對於讀者劇場教學之於國小學童口語閱讀流暢度和學習態度能有更深入

的了解。參與本研究的學生為一位就讀於新北市公立國小五年級，從小一就開始

參與補救教學的學童。研究期間自民國一百零三年三月至民國一百零三年五月，

資料收集方式以課堂錄影觀察、教學日誌、半結構式訪談為主，以及每週閱讀流

暢度檢測為輔。 

 研究結果顯示，在口語流暢度方面，無論是正確度、情緒和音量、斷句、流

暢性以及速度等面向皆有所進步。另一方面，由於讀者劇場提供學生真實的表演

機會，提高學生的自我效能感，給予學習者自主學習的機會，以及創造出合作學

習的氛圍，學生在學習態度方面也因此有所提升。研究者根據這些發現，提出對

讀者劇場應用於國小學童口語流暢度訓練和提升學習興趣的看法，及未來研究方

向的建議，以期對英語教學能有更多建設性的研究貢獻。  
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ABSTRACT 

 This case study attempts to investigate the influences of Readers Theater on an 

EFL young learner’s oral reading fluency and learning attitudes. To achieve the 

purpose of this study, qualitative methods were adopted to capture a holistic 

understanding of the young learner’s oral reading fluency development and changes 

of learning attitudes. The participant was a fifth grader who studied in a public 

elementary school in Taipei City. He has been in a remedial English class since first 

grade. Data was collected from March 2014 to May 2014. The video-recordings of 

classroom observation, the teacher’s journals, the student’s learning log, one 

semi-structured interview, and multi-fluency assessments were utilized as data for the 

analyses of the influences of Readers Theater on an EFL young learner’s oral reading 

fluency development and learning attitudes. 

 The results revealed that the participant improved his oral reading fluency and 

showed positive attitudinal changes while receiving the Readers Theater instruction. 

In terms of his oral reading fluency development, he first developed word recognition 

in accuracy; acquired prosodic reading ability gradually in expression and volume; 

learned to pause appropriately in phrasing; decreased hesitations while reading in 

smoothness; and increased reading speed in pacing. Moreover, his learning attitudes 

became positive, because RT provided authentic purposes for reading, increased his 

self-efficacy, and created an autonomous and cooperative learning atmosphere. Based 

on the findings, pedagogical implications and suggestions were recommended for 
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future research. It is hoped that this thesis will provide some insights into the 

dynamics of Readers Theater instruction as well as EFL young learners’ oral reading 

fluency development and attitudinal changes of learning.  
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.0 Background of the Study 

 Since English is the most popular lingua franca, students in Taiwan are required to 

learn English as a foreign language (EFL). In the past, they began their English courses 

in the first year of junior high. Since 2000, the Ministry of Education has changed the 

policy to have children start their English lessons from grade 2 of elementary school 

(Tsou, 2011). Although they got access to English earlier than before, most children in 

Taiwan still failed to read, write, or communicate in English successfully (Taiwan, 

2005). What’s worse, they lost their interest in English and even gave up learning 

before entering middle school (Liao, 2006). To address these problems, Readers 

Theater (RT) became one of the most widely adopted teaching methods in primary 

schools, which benefited students’ cognitive, affective, and social skills within the 

realm of English learning (Hsu, 2010).   

 Readers Theater is a combination of oral interpretation and conventional theater, 

which can be categorized into three types (Adams, 2003; Lengeling & et al., 1995). 

Chamber Theater resembles a conventional theater that requires full staging and 

memorized lines. Simple Readers Theater emphasizes performers’ oral interpretation 

of a script, with minimum attention placed on physical activity. Staged Readers 

Theater is an intermediate style that has a formal setup and simple acting (Adams, 

2003, p. 34). Despite the kind of RT, the most commonly adopted procedure includes 

pre-teaching preparations, the adaptation of scripts, supporting activities, teachers’ 
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modeling and explanation, grouping and role assignments, practicing and rehearsals, 

and performance and post-RT activities (Hsu, 2011). During the process of 

implementing RT, students had chances to strengthen their language skills.  

 Among the integration of RT and four language skills, reading fluency has been 

extensively researched. Reading fluency is defined as “an accurate reading of 

connected text at a conversational rate with appropriate prosody or expression” 

(Hudson, Lane, & Pullen, 2005, p. 702). Different from the traditional way to train 

students’ reading rate with tedious repeated reading, RT provides them with authentic 

and meaningful purposes to practice reading for the goal of performance (Rasinski, 

2000). During the practices and rehearsals, students naturally repeated scripts 

unconsciously (Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Moreover, the focus of RT is not only 

accuracy but reading with expressions (Kelleher, 1997). Studies have shown that the 

intervention of RT increased students’ reading proficiency at all levels (Kariuki & 

Rhymer, 2012; Young & Rasinski, 2009). Meanwhile, students were motivated to 

engage in the learning process, because they had a sense of empowerment, did 

cooperative learning, and established self-confidence (Black & Stave, 2007; J. Liu, 

2000).    

 Since RT increased both students’ reading fluency and learning motivation, it was 

often adopted in remedial education. According to the Ministry of Education (MOE), 

students in remedial education are struggling readers whose academic performances 

belong to the bottom 20~30% in the class (Education, 2009). Keehn, Harmon, and 

Shoho (2008) investigated the impact of RT on eighth-grader slow readers. The 

experimental group gained statistically significant growth in oral reading ability and 
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vocabulary acquisition, but not in comprehension measures. Also, it was found that RT 

motivated struggling adolescent readers and built their reading confidence (Keehn et al., 

2008). Lee (2009) compared the effects of traditional and RT instructions on fifth-grade 

remedial students. After eight weeks of the experiment, RT groups made significant 

progress in terms of their reading fluency. Aside from that, the students’ overall 

learning attitudes, motivation, self-efficacy, interests, and participation increased (Lee, 

2009). Both studies indicated that RT was effective for students in remedial programs. 

 

1.1 Statement of Problem 

 Many studies have been conducted pertaining to the effects of RT on reading 

fluency. They focused on the final results, doing experiments to examine the rate, 

accuracy, and expression of oral reading (Corcoran, 2005; Keehn et al., 2008; Lee, 

2009; Mraz et al., 2013). Few studies have examined the process about how elements of 

expressive reading develop during the intervention of RT instruction. Clark, Morrison, 

and Wilcox (2009) proposed that pretests and posttests by themselves could not explain 

the dimensions of an individual child’s development, so they conducted a qualitative 

study to examine fourth-graders’ reading fluency development. Research has shown 

that three of the children’s accuracy scores increased inconsistently, while they 

progressed in terms of pace, expression, and volume control. One of the future 

suggestions was that students with various fluency abilities or different grade levels 

should be examined in order to determine the patterns of when and how certain 

aspects of fluency develop might emerge.  

1.2 Purpose of the Study 
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 Detailed descriptions and documentations of learners’ oral reading fluency 

development are especially important to remedial students, because their 

improvements are usually subtle and fluctuated. Teachers in remedial education were 

expected to give instant feedback and formative evaluations to them (Chen, 2013). 

Hence, the purpose of the study was to examine the process of a fifth-grade remedial 

student’s oral reading fluency development under RT instructions. Since increasing 

slow readers’ learning motivation is also an indispensable factor that contributes to 

their success (Chen, 2011), the researcher also investigated how a struggling reader’s 

attitudes toward English reading was influenced by the RT instruction.   

 

1.3 Significance of the Study 

 Results of the study were expected to benefit students, educators, and researchers. 

Students in remedial education often lacked the abilities and interests to enjoy reading. 

Through the combination of oral interpretation and theater in RT, slow readers might 

gain a sense of achievement more easily because they performed the scripts by 

reading them. They learned how to play with the scripts instead of memorizing them. 

Simultaneously, their oral reading proficiency were expected to be enhanced by 

various and ample practicing opportunities during the RT intervention. Aside from 

that, teachers often found students in an English remedial program had more learning 

difficulties than students in general English classes. By means of more detailed 

descriptions of RT instructions and students’ oral reading fluency developments, 

teachers hoped to gain insights on how to adopt RT in their own remedial classes. 

Although many books and workshops were made to introduce RT, they were seldom 
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particularly tailored for remedial education. Hence, administrators decided they might 

design teacher-training courses explaining RT for struggling readers in the long run. 

Finally, since the study focused only on fifth-graders, the researcher decided they may 

explore deeper understanding of how other aged students’ oral reading fluency 

develop under RT interventions. Moreover, the researcher were able to see how RT 

was effective in terms of improving struggling readers’ oral reading fluency and 

learning motivation.  
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Chapter Two 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.0 Introduction 

 The chapter consists of four parts, including literature reviews of RT, oral reading 

fluency, learning motivation, RT in Taiwan and research questions. The first section is 

the introduction of Readers Theater and its teaching procedures. Then, the definition of 

reading fluency is provided. The third section is the discussion of learners’ motivation 

to read. Finally, studies of RT in EFL learning context in Taiwan are reviewed. After 

reviewing previous studies, the researcher comes up with the core concept and research 

questions of the study.  

 

2.1 An Introduction to Readers Theater 

 

2.1.1 Definition of Readers Theater 

 Based on Hsu (2011), Readers Theater is composed of two important elements, 

which are Readers and Theater. Readers refers to students that read works of literature 

like short stories, passages from articles, plays, and so forth. They focus on interpreting 

scripts through voice expressions with gestures and facial expressions. Since oral 

expression is the major way of performance, minimal or no props, customs, actions and 

stage effects are required. Moreover, students are allowed to hold scripts while 

performing, because they are expected to read lines with rich expressions instead of 

memorizing them. Theater denotes that students have to perform in front of crowds, 
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and a stage could be a classroom or any simple platform. Audiences appreciate the 

performance by means of students’ oral expression, facial expressions, and gestures. 

Other entertainment techniques mainly serve the purpose of letting readers enjoy their 

reading.    

 Different types of Readers Theater have been proposed. Based on the different 

focuses between Readers and Theater, RT can mainly be categorized into three types 

(Adams, 2003; Lengeling & et al., 1995). When the RT focuses more on the theater, it 

was called Chamber Theater. In Chamber Theater, students memorize lines to act out 

the play with full customs, which resembles traditional drama. When the RT puts 

emphasis on readers, it is called Simple Readers Theater. In Simple RT, students act out 

the scripts mainly through their oral expressions with minimal physical assistance. 

They don’t need to memorize the lines, but read them while holding scripts. When the 

RT puts equal focus on the readers and the theater, it is called Staged Readers Theater. 

Students could perform the play by reading scripts and adding some simple props and 

gestures simultaneously. It is recommended that beginners of RT can start from Simple 

Readers Theater. After gaining some experience, the teacher can let students do Staged 

Readers Theater, and then finally Chamber Theater. The procedure is arranged from 

the simplest one to the most difficult one (Adams, 2003, p. 34).    
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2.1.2 Instructions of Readers Theater 

 Lois Walker (2005), the author of Readers Theater in the Classroom, came up 

with five stages of implementing RT scripts. At the primary reading level, teachers 

often do a modeling, reading lines aloud with meaningful and expressive tones. Then 

students read lines with teachers’ guidance on their pronunciation and intonation. After 

familiarizing themselves with the content, students move to the round robin reading 

stage. Students sit in a circle and take turns reading lines, and they are free to change 

characters. Students practice in a non-threatening and non-competitive atmosphere to 

build their confidence, so that they become more independent readers. At the instant 

reading phase, students are assigned or choose characters on their own. They have to 

underline their lines and try to devote themselves to the character while standing in 

front of the class. At the same time, teachers give them suggestions on their reading to 

help students achieve fluency. After several turns, students are divided into small 

groups doing cooperative reading. Each group is responsible for different parts of the 

scripts. They are encouraged to change opinions and give feedback to other members. 

Later they present their parts as a group, and they may practice two to three times 

before presenting. When it comes to stage reading, students’ oral expressions, gestures, 

and facial expressions are polished for their RT performance. Teachers may start with a 

fun game as a warm up to relax students. Next, teachers make sure that students have 

scripts and know their lines. To increase students’ familiarity, it is better to rehearse 

with props, customs and other dramatic elements like music. Teachers also give proper 

stage directions so that students know when and where to enter and exit.   
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 Unlike Lois Walker’s five stages of implementing RT, Hsu (2011) interviewed 

three competent teachers of RT, and came up with nine general procedures of RT 

instructions. They were preparation, script, supporting activities, teacher’s modeling 

and explanation, grouping and role assignments, practice and checking, rehearsal and 

preparation for performance, performance and evaluation, and post-RT activities. In the 

preparation phase, teachers might do pretests to measure students’ present level to 

prepare suitable lessons for them. In the script stage, teachers find appropriate scripts 

for students. Scripts might be adapted from students’ textbooks, storybooks, or students’ 

own creations. Moreover, they shouldn’t be so difficult that they arouse students’ 

anxiety. In the supporting activities part, teachers may equip students’ with RT related 

knowledge and skills. For example, students can watch RT performance videos to come 

to understand the concepts of RT. Teachers can use storytelling methods to introduce 

the scripts, training students’ phonics, sight word recognition, and emotional 

expression skills. In the teacher’s modeling and explanation phase, teachers first model 

how to read scripts, and then explained the meanings of the lines. To not bore students, 

teachers might lead students to model the reading via different types of reading, such as 

choral and instant reading. In the grouping and role assignments stage, teachers first 

group students into heterogeneous groups to help each other before assigning fixed 

roles. In the practice and checking stage, teachers focus on spotting students’ 

weaknesses and use a “pull out” strategy to help students one by one. During the 

rehearsal and preparation for performance phase, students do rehearsals, and then both 

teachers and peers give them suggestions. In the performance and evaluation phase, 

students perform the script in public and the teachers or peers evaluate their 
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performances. Finally, in post-RT activities, students discuss their previous 

performances in class, and they may have had to perform the script again based on their 

re-designs. The instructions of RT in this thesis were adopted from both Walker’s (2005) 

five stages of reading scripts and Hsu’s (2011) nine general procedures of 

implementing RT.  

    

2.2 An Introduction to Reading Fluency 

 Reading fluency was defined as an “accurate reading of connected text at a 

conversational rate with appropriate prosody or expression” (Hudson et al., 2005, 

p.702). In other words, reading fluency is composed of three elements, which are 

accuracy, automaticity, and prosody. Individuals’ oral reading performance is often 

regarded as an important measurement of their reading fluency ability.   

 

2.2.1 Accuracy 

 Accuracy refers to the ability to recognize, decode, and pronounce words correctly 

(Ehri & McCormick, 1998). In order to increase students’ word reading accuracy, word 

identification strategies should be taught explicitly. For example, learners remember 

high-frequency words as sight words, and they familiarize themselves with sound-letter 

correspondence by means of phonics, phonemic awareness, and alphabetic principles 

to decode words. Furthermore, learners may make use of semantic, phrasal, and textual 

cues to assist their word recognition (Taylor et al., 2009).  

  

2.2.2 Automaticity 
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 Automaticity refers to “the ability to decode words fast and effortlessly with little 

cognitive capacity or attentional resources devoted to the processing of words itself ” 

(Liu, 2013, p.15). According to the automaticity theory, human beings’ brains have 

limited working capacity (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974). If individuals are able to save 

processing time on word identification, they can pay more cognitive attention to 

pronouncing words correctly. In order to read fluently, readers should minimize their 

attention to lower-level processing such as word decoding, and maximize their efforts 

on higher-level processing such as text comprehension (Pikulski & Chard, 2005). 

Automaticity often reflects on readers’ reading speed, which can be measured in terms 

of words read correctly per minute (WCPM), or total length of time it takes to complete 

a passage (Hudson et al., 2005). 

 LaBerge and Samuels (1974) discovered that learners underwent three stages 

from word recognition to automatic reading. The first stage was the error-making stage. 

In this phase, learners spent a lot of effort on word recognition. They made mistakes 

easily, and read words laboriously. They had to read slowly to decode the words, so 

they constantly paused while reading. When they encountered unknown words, they 

sometimes gave up and stopped reading. The second stage was the accuracy stage. 

Learners in this phase were able to recognize words more precisely, but they still read 

slowly and paid attention to word recognition. In terms of their oral reading 

performance, they read every single word correctly, but lacked voice variety. After their 

reading, they sometimes had impressions about the text but failed to comprehend it 

thoroughly. The third stage was the automatic reading stage. Students in this stage were 

capable of recognizing words correctly, immediately, and effortlessly. Their 
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expressions, including phrasing, pausing, linking, and volumes, were full of variety, 

and they related to the meaning of the text. Because they didn’t pay much attention to 

word recognition, they had more cognitive resources to comprehend the whole 

meaning of the text.    

 

2.2.3 Prosody 

 While accuracy and automaticity focus on the word level, prosody illustrates 

suprasegmental elements of reading. Prosody is a term to describe the “rhythmic and 

tonal aspects of speech” (Hudson et al., 2005, p.704). Prosodic features include 

variations of pitch, intonation, stress patterns, and duration, all of which contribute to 

an expressive reading (Dowhower, 1991). Beginners usually fail to do expressive 

reading and read texts word by word, because they might not comprehend texts well 

enough to do meaningful chunking and phrasing (Schreiber, 1991). Studies have shown 

the reciprocal relationship between reading comprehension and expressive reading, but 

it’s still unclear whether prosody was a cause or result of comprehension (Kuhn & Stahl, 

2003).             

 

2.3 An Introduction to Learning Motivation  

 Guthrie (2002) found ten factors contributing to engaging readers, and Deci and 

Ryan (2000) discussed intrinsic motivations that intrigued individuals’ learning 

behaviors. Based on their viewpoints, learners’ motivations to read can be concluded as 

authenticity, self-efficacy, autonomy, and relatedness.  

2.3.1 Authenticity  
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 According to William and John (2001), authenticity can be categorized as text and 

task authenticity. The study defined authenticity as task authenticity, in which tasks 

designed in the classroom are used for genuine purposes, and related to real world 

targets (William & John, 2001). RT often benefited students by means of task 

authenticity, which stimulated their interests and sense of usefulness. Readers had 

authentic purposes of practicing to perform the scripts in front of audiences, and the 

activities and rehearsals they made were related to the real performance. (Flynn, 2004; 

Rasinski, 2000).   

 

2.3.2 Self-efficacy 

 Self-efficacy was defined as “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize 

and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performance” 

(Bandura, 1986, p. 391). Readers Theater emphasized that students performed with 

scripts, and had ample chances to practice and rehearse before performing, so even 

struggling readers were capable of finishing reading (Mraz et al., 2013). Aside from 

that, roles varied in length, and allowed students to choose characters that suited their 

level (Tyler & Chard, 2000). In this manner, they were often confident in their 

presentations.  

    

2.3.3 Autonomy 

 Autonomy referred to “teacher’s guidance in helping students make choices 

among meaningful alternatives in texts and tasks to attain the knowledge and learning 

goals” (Guthrie, 2002, p.6). When implementing RT, students often had chances to 
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decide their reading materials, choose characters, and exchange opinions with group 

members. In so doing RT empowered students to become self-motivated and 

encouraged them to take responsibility for their learning (Black & Stave, 2007; Sloyer, 

2003).  

 

2.3.4 Relatedness 

 Relatedness was individuals’ sense of security created by social and contextual 

supports (Deci & Ryan, 2000a). Based on Maslow’s need hierarchy, individuals pursue 

higher-level objectives after their need for security was satisfied (Brown, 2007). RT 

provided a non-threatening environment, in which students practiced reading though 

group activities such as choral, buddy, or echo reading (Lin, 2013). They underwent 

collaborative learning in terms of peers’ positive feedback and teachers’ guiding (Black 

& Stave, 2007).      

 

2.4 Readers Theater in Taiwan 

 In the recent ten years, RT has been extensively implemented in primary and 

junior high schools in Taiwan. Research has shown that RT benefits students’ English 

learning in many ways. Students improved their listening, speaking, reading, and 

writing abilities after the intervention of RT (Kao, 2012; Li, 2013; Liao, 2006; Tsai, 

2010). Among those studies, it has been found that RT especially impacted learners’ 

oral reading fluency and learning motivations (Kao, 2012; Li, 2013; Liao, 2006; Tsai, 

2010). 

2.4.1 RT and Oral Reading Fluency  
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 Implementing RT increased students’ reading fluency. Liu (2013) adopted three 

oral reading fluency instructions—repeated reading, listening-only, and RT on 

fifth-graders. Materials were revised from their textbooks. After eighteen weeks of the 

experiment, RT groups outperformed other groups in terms of accuracy and 

automaticity, but not in prosody. Li (2009) investigated the effect of RT on 

fourth-graders. Group A received RT and choral reading, group B received choral 

reading only, and Group C received regular English class. Both group A and B achieved 

better reading fluency performance. Among the three groups, RT was more effective to 

unskilled learners than the average and skilled learners. Yeh (2013) studied the effects 

of RT on students’ oral reading fluency and English learning at a remote elementary 

school. Third and sixth graders received five-week RT instructions. After the 

experiment, it was found that RT improved students’ reading speed, accuracy, and 

intonation. In terms of various intonations, students performed sentences with final 

raising intonation better than other intonation types.  

 

2.4.2 RT and Learning Motivation  

 In addition to RT’s benefits on students’ reading fluency, RT facilitates students’ 

affective domains. Wu (2009) examined RT’s effect on teens’ reading motivation and 

anxiety. The controlled group received RT instruction, while the compared group did 

silent reading and summary writing. After sixteen weeks, results of questionnaires 

showed that the average score of the control group was higher in terms of their 

increased motivation and lowered anxiety, though it didn’t reach any statistically 

significance. Lin (2013) did qualitative research on RT’s influence on fifth-graders. 
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Results showed that RT strengthened learners’ self-confidence, sense of achievement, 

and their social skills. Furthermore, students with middle-level English abilities were 

benefited most in the study. Huang (2006) adopted both qualitative and quantitative 

research methods to explore the implementation of RT on thirty-six sixth graders. After 

eight weeks, the statistics showed that both low and high achievers gained progress in 

their oral reading fluency. Aside from that, the interview data revealed that students 

were motivated to read because they gained self-confidence in the process of reading 

with peers, and subsequently enhanced their self-efficacy. Chen (2008) did action 

research of integrating RT into English Remedial Instruction for elementary EFL 

underachievers. RT was implemented twice a week for three months. It was found that 

students progressed significantly in terms of reading speed and accuracy. Moreover, 

their intrinsic motivation for reading, social factors, and class participation increased as 

well.   

 

2.5 Research Gap 

 Most studies have been done to research the result instead of the process of RT’s 

effects on students’ reading fluency, and lack in-depth understanding of how 

dimensions of reading fluency change among individual children. Clark et al. (2009) 

examined three fourth-graders’ reading fluency changes during the RT intervention. 

Results illustrated students’ documented progress on pace, expression, and volume. 

Aside from that, their motivation and confidence increased simultaneously. In his 

future research suggestion, he noted that students in varied grade levels, students’ 
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reading fluency, or L2 learners should be investigated. In this way, patterns of when and 

how certain aspects of fluency development started to emerge.  

 Based on Clark et al.’s (2009) suggestion, the research questions focused on 

Simple RT’s influences on an individual EFL learner in Taiwan. One of the students in 

the fifth grade remedial English courses was chosen as the participant to record his 

reading fluency development. Furthermore, students in remedial English courses often 

lacked interests in English learning (Chen, 2008). Therefore, the researcher was also 

interested in how elements of RT instructions influenced his attitudes toward English 

learning. The following lists research questions of the study.     

 

2.6 Research Questions 

(1) How did different aspects of the young learner’s oral reading fluency (accuracy, 

expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace) change as he engaged in 

Readers Theater? 

(2) How did Readers Theater influence the participating student’s learning attitudes in  

   terms of authenticity, self-efficacy, autonomy, and relatedness? 
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Chapter Three 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.0 Introduction  

The aim of this research was to probe the process of RT instruction on an EFL 

young learner’s reading fluency development and attitudinal changes toward English 

learning. Since the research was conducted to investigate an individual’s process of 

reading fluency development and changes of learning motivation through observation, 

a longitudinal case study was implemented to serve the purpose of this research 

(Nunan, 1992). Based on the definition from Longman Dictionary of Language 

Teaching & Applied Linguistics, a case study refers to a more in-depth study on 

aspects of behaviors. For instance, a child’s language development over a long period 

of time could be the topic of a case study. Hence, by means of using this method, 

more detailed and intensive information could be collected. 

 This section was divided into four subsections, including the introduction of the 

participant and his learning context, procedures of the RT intervention, instruments for 

data collection, and finally data analysis.    

 

3.1 The Participant and Context 

 

3.1.1 The Participant  

 The characteristic of qualitative research is to select the cases purposefully, 

which means the cases should be information-rich enough for the depth of study 
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(Patton, 2002, p. 46). The reason for choosing fewer cases is because the study focuses 

on the deep understanding of an individual’s process of reading fluency development 

(Glesne & Peshkin, 1992).   

  The participant in this case study was an eleven-year-old boy, Kevin, whose 

name was pseudonymous for ethical concerns. Kevin was a fifth grader at a public 

elementary school located in an urban area of Taipei City. This school is a small-sized 

school, containing around 40 classes in total. The participant was selected because of 

the following two reasons. 

First of all, participants of qualitative study should be information-rich enough to 

do in-depth research (Patton, 2002, p. 46). Kevin was a low achiever in English. 

Students who joined the remedial English class were usually the least proficient 

students in each class. Before entering the remedial English class, students had to take 

a test that was easier than the one administered in regular English courses. The test 

included basic vocabulary, common colloquial expressions, and pronunciation. Kevin 

got about a 50% grade on the test. Since the aim of the study was to examine how 

young learners’ English oral reading fluency develops, choosing students with a basic 

proficiency level would have been more helpful to determine the process and critical 

changes that influenced them. Hence, Kevin, who was in the beginning level of 

English proficiency, was an ideal choice. 

Secondly, the characteristic of qualitative research is to select the cases 

purposefully (Patton, 2002, p. 46). Kevin usually slept and was absent-minded during 

English classes. However, he was chosen as one of the candidates to join the English 

Drama club at school, because he was good at acting. Most of the time, students in the 
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English Drama club were high achievers in English. Although Kevin’s English ability 

was far behind other students, he showed great interests and involvements in the 

English Drama club. The researcher then found his uniqueness in terms of his 

drastically attitudinal contract toward learning English between the regular classes 

and the English Drama club. Besides, as a low achiever, it was special that most of the 

time he was able to catch up with other students while reading the scripts and acting 

out his character. Therefore, the researcher was interested in studying his English oral 

reading ability and attitudinal changes in Readers Theater.  

 

3.1.2 The Context 

 Students in the school received three English courses each week. Two were 

regular classes, one was reading class, and each of them lasted for 40 munities. 

Students started their English courses in first grade. Students who failed to catch up 

with the regular schedule received an extra two English courses on Mondays as 

remedial lessons.  

 The teaching and learning objectives in the English remedial classes are different 

from those in the ordinary classes. According to the Guidelines of Grade 5 Remedial 

Curriculum announced by MOE, students are expected to learn simple phonics, 

vocabulary, and common expressions. For instance, they should recognize consonants, 

five short vowels, and CVC structures in phonics. They should be able to recognize, 

speak, and spell at least 108 basic vocabulary words. On top of that, they also had to 

understand and apply common expressions like How old are you? and classroom 

English like May I go to the restroom? 
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 Most students in remedial classes often lacked interest and confidence within the 

realm of English learning. Hence, in addition to the cognitive teaching goals, teachers 

of remedial English classes were expected to adopt creative and various teaching 

methods and materials, including songs, chants, storybooks and so forth to arouse 

students’ interests. There were no fixed materials and schedules in remedial English 

lessons. Teachers often reviewed lessons of regular English textbooks in the first 40 

minutes, and then did extra activities and used supplementary materials in the 

remaining 40 minutes. In this study, students received review lessons during the first 

period, and RT instructions during the second phase of remedial lessons.   

 

3.2 Readers Theater Intervention 

 

3.2.1 Instructor 

 The researcher, Claire, was also the teacher, because she had relevant experience 

and knowledge. She held an English RT summer camp for elementary school students 

in 2013. In terms of English teaching profession, she is now a graduate student in 

TESOL, and has been teaching English for six years. In addition, she has been part of a 

non-profit theatre club since 2008, and has taken a course named Introduction to 

Theatre Practice: Acting, directing, and producing during her master degree TESOL 

program. Hence, Claire had a sufficient, relevant knowledge about Readers Theater as 

the instructor.   
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3.2.2 Material 

 The RT scripts were modified from the mini dialogues of students’ textbooks. 

According to the book, Integrating Readers Theater into EFL classrooms (Hsu, 2011), 

materials revised from students’ textbooks contained several advantages. Because 

students were familiar with most of the words and content, the teacher could devote 

more time and effort to sharpening students’ oral expression, and students could benefit 

from analyzing characters and plots more easily. Those advantages were especially 

important for remedial students, because they had limited English vocabulary. The 

adaptation of familiar materials prevented them from struggling with words at the 

expense of reading fluency.  

 The series was called Hello, Darbie!, and it was published by Kang Hsuan 

Educational Publishing Group. Lesson one and two were about Hua Mulan, which was 

a well-known ancient Chinese story in which Mulan pretended to be a male solider for 

her father. The two lessons were modified into two RT scripts (see Appendix 1&2), 

which were based on the principles of suiting students’ ability, repeating important 

vocabulary, and causing dramatic effects (Hsu, 2011). To make sure of the quality of the 

scripts, they were proofread by a professor in the English Department and a graduate 

student of Linguistics at NCCU.      

 

3.2.3 RT procedure 

 The program lasted for eleven weeks. It went from March 10th to May 26th. Each 

lesson lasted for 40 minutes, and there were 11 classes in total. Kevin received 8 lessons, 

because he missed 3 classes on March 31st, April 21st, and May 12th. He still learned 
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concepts for classes he did not obtain, since the teacher reviewed and practiced key 

concepts taught previously each time. Table 3.1 shows the schedule and lesson plans of 

RT instructions. Students learned two scripts. Script 1 had four lessons, and the fifth 

lesson was their presentation day of script 1; script 2 had five lessons and the sixth 

lesson was their presentation day of script 2. Script 2 had one more lesson than script 1 

because script 2 was more difficult for students.  

 

Table 3.1 Schedule & Lesson Plans of RT Instructions  

Date Script  Lesson plan  

March 

10th  

Script 1: 

What subject 

do you like?  

 Script: become familiar with lines  

 Reading skill: volume control (sing a song)  

 RT concept: Introduce RT with videos 

March 

17th  

Script 1: 

What subject 

do you like? 

 Script: read with big and small volume, choose 

characters   

 Reading skill: express different emotions (guessing 

game)   

March 

24th  

Script 1: 

What subject 

do you like? 

 Script: read with emotions  

 Reading skill: intonation (read English letters with 

various intonations)，pausing & punctuations, 

characters & tone (role play)  

 Rehearsals  

March 

31st  

Script 1: 

What subject 

do you like? 

 Script: read with expressions  

 Reading skill: voice projection (shooting game)  

 Rehearsals   

April  

7th  

Present  

Script 1 

 Rehearsals  

 Presentation of Script 1  

 Post discussion (watch video recording & give 

feedback)  

April Script 2: We  Script: become familiar with lines  
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21st   love winter!  Performance skills: watch & discuss RT contest 

videos 

 Reading skill: discuss emotions in scripts   

April 

28th  

Script 2: We 

love winter!  

 Script: read with big and small volume, choose 

characters 

 Reading skill: tempo (musical game), linking 

sounds   

May  

5th  

Script 2: We 

love winter! 

 Script: read with tempo & linking sounds  

 Reading skill: phrasing (unscramble sentence 

activity)  

 Rehearsal   

May  

12th  

Script 2: We 

love winter! 

 Script: read with phrasing  

 Reading skill: intonation, stress 

 Performance skill: sound effects  

 Rehearsal   

May  

19th  

Script 2: We 

love winter! 

 Script: read with appropriate prosody and read 

accurately 

 Reading skill: character & emotion (role play) 

 Performance skill: imagined props   

May  

26th  

Present  

Script 2  

 Rehearsals  

 Presentation of Script 2 

 Post discussion (watch video recording & give 

feedback) 

 

 Appendix 3 was the sample lesson plan of March 24th. The teacher usually 

reviewed important reading skills the students learned previously at the beginning of 

each lesson. For instance, the teacher reviewed emotions on the emotion dictionary 

handout, so students could apply those emotions in later activities (see Appendix 4). 

Subsequently, the teacher designed a small activity to raise students’ interests for that 

day’s (today’s) lesson as a warm up. The second phase was usually the main focus of 

that day’s lesson. For example, one of the teaching objectives was to let students speak 
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in character, so the teacher first discussed with students how different characters speak. 

Then they did a role-play game to practice how to vary their characters’ voices. First, 

each of them received one role card (see Appendix5), and each role had two cards. Two 

students took the same role, and they had to act it out with their voice to show their 

characters’ features, instead of describing their role correctly. Students who found their 

pairs first were winners of the game. In the third phase of rehearsal, students then 

practiced integrating those reading skills into their scripts. On top of that, they also 

practiced how to enter, exit the stage, hold their scripts properly and so forth. In the 

fourth phase, students then wrote their reflections on that day’s lesson and considered 

what they had learned, and which part of the lesson they enjoyed most or least and why, 

in their student diaries. Finally, they had to read their lines individually to the teacher, 

and that was the examination of that day’s lesson.     

    

3.3 Data Collection 

 At the beginning, the researcher provided the parents’ consent sheet to explain the 

research purpose and receive the parents’ allowance (see Appendix 6). Aside from that, 

the participant was given a background information sheet to fill in (see Appendix 7), 

which provided better understanding of the participant to benefit later analysis. 

 In this study, data were collected through classroom observations, an interview, 

student diaries, and the teacher’s journal. What is more, in order to clearly document 

students’ oral reading fluency development, the instruments of Multidimensional 

Fluency Scale (MFS) (see Appendix 10) were implemented each week (Rasinski, 

2003). The Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI) (see Appendix 11) was adopted as 
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both a pretest and a posttest to measure the participant’s progress of reading speed 

(Leslie& Caldwell, 2011). 

 

3.3.1 Video-recordings of Classroom observation 

 Since the researcher was the instructor of RT, the whole process was 

video-recorded and transcribed for later analysis. The focuses of class observation were 

the student’s oral performances and his or her learning attitudes. According to McKay 

(2006, p. 195), “Observation is a central tool for assessment of oral language in the 

classroom.” Since the researcher was interested in the young learner’s oral reading 

fluency development, his or her script reading performances in practice, rehearsals, and 

presentations were likely observed. Based on Zutell and Rasinski’s (1991) MFS, 

aspects such as students’ pronunciation accuracy, expressions, phrasing, smoothness, 

and reading pace were documented. On top of that, the young learner’s attitudinal 

changes were observed as well. The focuses included his engagement in different RT 

activities, like his activeness and passiveness in reading scripts, presentations, and RT 

post-discussions. Aside from that, his interactions with other classmates while playing 

RT games and doing collaborative works were also observed.  

 

3.3.2 A Semi-structured Interview 

 According to Wragg (2012), the semi-structured interview allowed researchers or 

teachers to have some natural conversations about events with the participants by 

asking key questions. The semi-structured interview was conducted in Mandarin 

Chinese, and it was tape-recorded and transcribed for later analysis. The interview 
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questions comprised four parts (see Appendix 8), including the understanding of RT 

concepts, attitudes toward RT activities, self-evaluations of English abilities, and 

attitudinal changes of English learning. The interview lasted for 45 minutes.  

 The design of the first part questions were based on Hsu’s (2011) Integrating 

Readers Theater into ELT Classrooms to see if students had clear concepts of RT 

instructions, and how they were different from the traditional methods. By asking 

those questions, the researcher was expecting to know the participant’s different 

attitudes between the traditional and RT pedagogy, and how their understanding of 

RT might influence their oral performances. The remaining third part questions were 

adopted from Chang’s (2012) RT attitudinal evaluation questionnaires. The second 

part questions were students’ reflections on RT activities. The third part questions 

were the young learner’s self-evaluations of his or her English abilities, such as the 

vocabulary and reading skills he or she learned. The fourth part questions were related 

to the young learner’s attitudes toward English learning, such as his or her 

self-confidence toward English reading.      

 

3.3.3 The Student’s Learning Diaries 

 The purpose of students keeping learning diaries was to retrieve introspective 

aspects of learning activities from the first-person’s viewpoints (Heigham & Croker, 

2009). The young student wrote learning diaries each week at the end of each lesson, as 

reflections on that day’s activities (see Appendix 9). Diaries included skills he learned, 

his attitudes toward the activities, and the difficulty levels of those activities. While 

colleting the participant’s learning diary, the teacher asked clarification questions to 
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precisely interpret the meanings he tried to convey.  

 

3.3.4 The Teacher’s Journals  

 According to Nunan (1992), keeping a journal was one of the most commonly 

adopted methods in language research, because it helped researchers to collect more 

process-oriented data. Since the researcher, who was also the teacher, was interested in 

the young learner’s reading fluency development and attitudinal changes process, she 

wrote in the teacher’s journal right after each lesson. The journal included the 

instructor’s reflections on learners’ oral performance in class, their interactions with 

others, and their engagement in different activities. The purpose of keeping a journal 

was to make sure important details were documented as references for other data and 

for pedagogical applications.   

 

3.3.5 Measurements of Reading Fluency   

 According to Rasinski (2004), the assessment of reading fluency included aspects 

of accuracy, reading speed, and reading prosody. To document the participant’s reading 

fluency development, he was asked to read the script after each lesson, and the 

researcher measured his oral reading with Multidimensional Fluency Scale (MFS) (see 

Appendix 10). The MFS was adopted from Rasinski’s (2003, p. 199) measurement 

rubric of reading fluency. Since reading fluency comprised many aspects, such as 

accuracy, speed, and prosody, the MFS focused on the holistic approach of 

measurement. Dimensions included accuracy, expression and volume, phrasing, 

smoothness, and pace. Each dimension was scored from 1 to 4 points based on the 
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criteria described in the rubric. A reader’s total grade was the combination of five 

dimensions’ points.     

 To better understand the participant’s progress in reading fluency, in addition 

to the weekly documentations of MFS, he was asked to take a pre-test and a post-test to 

evaluate the reading rate. Learners’ reading speeds were usually measured by the words 

they read per minute (WPM) (Rasinski, 2004). Since the participant was in the remedial 

English class, the reading passage (see Appendix 11) was chosen from the pre-premier 

level of the fifth version of the Qualitative Reading Inventory (QRI-V) (Leslie & 

Caldwell, 2011). QRI-V has been extensively adopted to measure students’ reading 

fluency level for placement and diagnostic purposes. Among its multiple functions, one 

is to chart students’ growth after a special intervention program. The number of words 

in the passage was multiplied by 60 and divided by the number of seconds it took to 

read the passage, and that yielded a word per minute score. The timeline of data 

collection in this research was tabulated as follows: 

 

Table 3.2 Timeline of Data Collection – Mar. 10th ~May 26th, 2013 

Week Instruments Employed 

1 (3/10)  The teacher’s journal (TJ.) 

 Video-recording of classroom observation (CO.) 

 The student diary (SD.) 

 Weekly assessment of MFS 

 Pre-test of QRI-V reading passage  

2~10 (3/17~ 5/19)  The teacher’s journal (TJ.) 

 Video-recording of classroom observation (CO.) 

 The student diary (SD.) 

 Weekly assessment of MFS 

(Kevin was absent on 3/31, 4/21, and 5/12) 
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11(5/26) 

 

 The teacher’s journal (TJ.) 

 Video-recording of classroom observation (CO.) 

 The student diary (SD.) 

 Weekly assessment of MFS 

 Post-test of QRI-V reading passage 

 Semi-structured interview (IT.) 

 

3.4 Data Analysis 

 

3.4.1 Coding Scheme of Oral Reading Fluency 

 In order to answer the first research question, “How do aspects of the young 

learner’s oral reading fluency change during the RT intervention?”, the researcher 

collected data from classroom observations, a semi-structured interview, the teacher’s 

journals, the focal student’s diaries, weekly documented MFS scores, and both pretests 

and posttests of his reading rate. Based on Rasinski (2003), reading fluency comprised 

of five dimensions. Hence, the coding scheme was (1) accuracy, (2) expression and 

volume, (3) phrasing, (4) smoothness, and (5) pace.    

 

3.4.1.1 Accuracy 

 The participant’s accuracy development was reflected upon the qualitative miscue 

analysis and total accuracy percentage of both the weekly measurement and the 

participant’s oral performance in classes. According to the guidelines of QRI-5 (Leslie 

& Caldwell, 2011), miscue analyses should focus on types of mispronunciations to 

examine individuals’ phonemic awareness, and the percentage of miscues that alter 

word meaning. What is more, their word recognition percentage accuracy also reflects 
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their present reading abilities: below 85% is poor, 86%-90% is marginal, 91-95% is 

good, and above 96% is excellent (Rasinski, 2003).   

 

3.4.1.2 Expression and Volume  

    Reading with expression denoted the ability to “read in expressive rhythmic and 

melodic patterns” (Dowhower, 1991, p.166). Based on Dowhower’s (1991) research of 

suprasegmental elements, prosodic features such as variations in pitch (intonation), 

stress (loudness), and duration (timing) were categorized into this part. First, stress 

dealt with appropriate places for syllabic prominence. For instance, in the word picture, 

we said that first syllable was the main stress. Second, intonation was the perceived rise 

and fall of pitch during the pronunciations. For instance, yes-no questions usually 

ended with a rising intonation, while affirmations usually ended with a falling 

intonation. Third, duration was the length of time, in which the more important words 

might bear a longer duration. For example, the word cold in “When it is cold, lemonade 

tastes good” was pronounced longer than in “A drink of cold lemonade tastes good” 

(Schreiber, 1991, p.159).      

 

3.4.1.3 Phrasing  

    An appropriate phrase was “a group of words that was syntactically or 

phonologically acceptable” (Dowhower, 1991, p.167). Most of the time, fluent readers 

comprehended the texts and organized them into meaningful units (Golinkoff, 

1975-76). On the other hand, non-fluent readers often read word by word and neglected 

punctuation marks. They made inappropriate phrases by splitting prepositional phrases 
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or separating determiners and nouns (Coots, 1982). Hence, data about the participant’s 

meaningful segmentations of texts, and appropriate pausing between punctuations were 

the focus of the analysis.       

 

3.4.1.4 Smoothness  

    Smoothness dealt with readers’ misuse of pauses; in other words, the pausal 

intrusions in oral reading. According to Dowhower (1991), pausal intrusions were 

“Inappropriate hesitations within words or within syntactic units.” For example, the 

pauses that divided the word like ca//t, and the separation between the determiner and 

noun, like the // cat, (double slashes indicate a pause) were regarded as a pausal 

intrusions. In addition to pausal intrusions, smoothness included the observation of 

readers’ “false starts, sound-outs, repetitions, and multiple attempts” (Rasinski, 2003).   

 

3.4.1.5 Pace 

    Reading as measured in words per minute (WPM) is primarily an indicator of speed 

(Leslie & Caldwell, 2011). Accordingly (Leslie & Caldwell, 2011), an individual’s 

reading speed was influenced by various facets. These included the text difficulty, the 

difficulty of an author’s word usage, the purpose of reading, and the reader’s reading 

style. Hence, the analysis of the participant’s reading rate not only focused on his or her 

reading speed, but his or her ability to vary his or her reading rate in appropriate 

manners.   

3.4.2 Coding Scheme of Motivation 
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 In order to answer the second research question to see students’ motivational 

changes toward English reading, transcribed data of the interview, classroom 

observations, the student’s diaries, and the teacher’s journals were coded into four 

coding schemes: engaging autonomy, relatedness, self-efficacy, and authenticity. Those 

are adopted from Huang’s (2006) master thesis focusing on RT’s influences on 

elementary students’ attitudes toward English learning and Deci and Ryan’s (2000a) 

findings on intrinsic motivations.   

 

3.4.2.1 Authenticity  

 Authenticity in the research referred to the fact that students were able to relate 

materials and skills they acquired in classes to actual purposes. For instance, students in 

RT classes were often motivated to do practices and rehearsals because of the actual 

performances in front of audiences.   

 

3.4.2.2 Self-efficacy 

 Self-efficacy was defined as “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize 

and execute courses of action required to attain designated types of performance” 

(Bandura, 1994, p. 391). Students’ confidence levels often increased in RT classes in 

three ways (Tzu, 2008). Most of the time, they could choose the character that suited 

their English proficiency level (the scripts were usually adopted from their familiar 

topics or textbooks), and they practiced many times before the real performance.   

 

3.4.2.3 Autonomy  
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 Autonomy refers to students’ opportunities to be self-determined. Allowing 

students to choose their characters and co-workers can implement this kind of 

empowerment. Hence, if students enjoy reading English because of chances to make 

their own decisions, reasons and phenomena are coded as autonomy.  

 

3.4.2.4 Relatedness  

 Relatedness is a sense of security and cooperative environment. Unlike the 

traditional classroom, teachers in RT tend to create a cooperative and non-threatening 

atmosphere. Students can usually practice reading within a group and gain supportive 

feedback from peers and teachers.  

 

3.5 Trustworthiness 

 The researcher adopted the triangulation method to increase the trustworthiness of 

the study. Methodological triangulation is defined as “the use of more than two 

methods in studying the same phenomenon under investigation” (Hussein, 2009, p.4). 

Different methods can be interpreted as different designs and data collection modes. 

The study collected data from qualitative sources like a semi-interview, classroom 

observations, the student’s diaries, and the teacher’s journals. On top of that, weekly 

measurements of students’ oral reading fluency in terms of accuracy, automaticity, and 

prosody were documented to examine their reading fluency changes. In this manner, 

the study achieves triangulation through multiple source data collections.      
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Chapter Four 

RESULTS 

 

4.0 Introduction  

This chapter will report the findings of the two research questions proposed in 

chapter two. The purpose of this research was to probe the influence of RT 

instructions on a young EFL learner’s reading fluency development and attitudinal 

changes. Within the framework of this research, detailed analyses were explicated in 

two parts. The first section focuses on how RT instructions influenced the young 

learner’s reading fluency in terms of accuracy, expression and volume, phrasing, 

smoothness, and pace. The second section focuses on how RT instructions influenced 

the participant’s attitudes toward English learning based on the aspects of authenticity, 

autonomy, self-efficacy, and relatedness. Further discussions about the research 

findings will be reserved for the next chapter.  

Upon observing and interviewing Kevin over the eight week intervention, the 

researcher found that his reading fluency improved in terms of accuracy, expression 

and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace; his learning motivation increased 

because he enjoyed acting, interesting RT activities, higher self-efficacy, and 

autonomous learning atmospheres.           
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4.1 Reading Fluency 

RQ1: How did different aspects of the young learner’s oral reading fluency (accuracy, 

expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace) change as he engaged in 

Readers Theater? 

 

4.1.1 Accuracy 

 Kevin gained general improvements in terms of word recognition and 

pronunciation, but he tended to drop final consonants and make grammatical errors 

frequently.  

 Kevin picked up unknown words by asking the teacher and practicing several 

times. On the first day, after Kevin finished choosing both the narrator and Mulan’s 

mother as characters, he immediately asked the teacher how to pronounce the three 

words, street, people, and handsome (CO 0310) and their meanings. He usually 

remembered those new words in the next class, after they had practiced the scripts 

3~4 times. For instance, originally he did not know the word teach in script one, and 

love in script 2, in the first lesson. In the second lesson he then recognized those 

words, but pronounced them hesitantly. Not until the third lesson, after practicing 6~7 

times, did he pronounce those words confidently. In his student diary, he wrote, 

“Originally I don’t know the word winter, but now I got it!” (SD 0421). Furthermore, 

during the interview, he said he learned many new words like birds, other, and horses. 

When he was asked what the most important aspect of reading was, he thought that it 

was accuracy.  
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 Transcript (interview on May 26th):    

 Kevin: The most important aspect must be accuracy of lines. No matter how 

 good your reading skill is, it’s useless if others don’t understand your 

 reading. Just as I attended the wedding ceremony this weekend, the 

 grandmother sang well, but nobody understood what she was singing . . .   

 

In previous courses, the teacher just pointed out the importance of reading accuracy 

while reading scripts. In other words, the RT instruction not only increased his 

reading accuracy, but aroused his awareness of its importance.  

 After he practiced, his general reading accuracy improved. However, he still had 

some difficulties pronouncing final consonants. For example, he constantly dropped 

the /t/ in “Do you like art?”, the /k/ in “What do you like?”, and the /k/ in “Do you 

like music?”. The teacher did demonstrations and reminded him to pronounce the 

final consonants. He could pronounce those words correctly by repeating the single 

words after the teacher, but he forgot to pronounce the final consonants while reading 

and presenting them in sentences.   

 To sum up, Kevin was able to pick up unknown words after practicing them 3~4 

times, and read them confidently after practicing them 6~7 times. His reading 

accuracy improved in general, but he still made constant errors in terms of final 

consonants dropping.     
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4.1.2 Expression and Volume  

 Kevin was good at expressing emotions and controlling volume. He learned how 

to vary his sounds and volume with regard to different characters, emotions, and 

situations. What was more, he learned the concept of sentence final raising in yes-no 

questions earlier than the sentence final falling concept in wh-questions.  

 When he first got the scripts, he spent more effort on word recognition, and 

tended to read word by word at the very beginning. After practicing several times 

through activities and rehearsals, he was able to excellently express the characters 

before the audiences. For instance, the following is the weekly documentation of 

Kevin’s expressions for one of the sentences in script 1:  

 

 March 10th Mom: Mulan, do you like . . . musi? (had difficulty recognizing  

   music, flat and equal tone in each word) 

 March 17th Mom: Mulan, do you like musi? (dropped the /k/ in music, and raised 

    the subtle tone at the sentence’s final position) 

 March 24th Mom: Mulan, do you like musi ()? (apparently raised tone in  

  final word position to show the question, and stressed musi) 

 April 7th Mom: Mulan, do you like musi ()? (apparently raised tone in   

  final word position, stressed both Mulan and musi, and changed his   

  voice into a feminine, tender sounding voice)   
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 On the first day, when he got the script, he made more effort pronouncing each 

word, and read the sentence in a monotone. On the second day, he started to raise his 

tone in the final word position, but with uncertainty. On the third day, he apparently 

raised his tone in the final position and stressed the word music. On the fourth day, he 

further changed his way of talking as a mother, and also put stress on Mulan as the 

mother was calling her daughter. In previous lessons, when the teacher reviewed 

important elements of expressions by asking questions, he then answered, “speaking 

in an appropriate manner according to the situation.” (CO 0324). When he got the 

second script, he seemed to become more familiar with those skills. His character was 

a solider, so he spoke with short, energetic sounds. He shook both his voice and body 

while saying, “Brr . . . it’s cold.” On the performance day, he devoted himself to the 

characters and the context. For example, he said “Oh, no! Here they (the enemies) 

come!” in a nervous tone, and “yay, we love winter!” in a joyful manner. Although he 

tended to make some pronunciation errors, such as drop the /k/ in music, the /t/ in art, 

and the /k/ in like, that didn’t influence his expressions overall. 

 The teacher designed mini-lessons to train students’ expression abilities, 

including emotions, intonations, stress and volume. Based on the students’ ability at 

the time, some activities were first done in Chinese, and then teachers helped students 

transfer those ideas into English. For example, on March 17th, the teacher prepared an 

emotion dictionary handout (see Appendix 4) to introduce different emotions, and let 

students imitate them. The following was Kevin’s demonstration:  
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 Transcript (classroom observation on March 17th):  

 Teacher: How do you express you’re angry? 

 Kevin: My is angry! (with voice and gesture) 

 Teacher: How do you express excited?  

 Kevin: I am so~~~~~~~excited! (higher pitch with eyes opened wide)  

 Teacher: Surprise! 

 Kevin: Oh my God! 

 Teacher: Shy. 

 Kevin: I am so shy ~~~I am so shy. (pretended to be a girl)  

 Teacher: Scared. When I saw cockroaches I was scared. 

 Kevin: (Screaming~~~) 

 Teacher: Worried.   

 Kevin: What should I do? (crossed his hands in front, and shook both his head 

 and legs)    

 

 Aside from that, he also found a connection between volume and emotion by 

saying, “Your voice is louder when you are angry, but smaller when you are sad.” On 

other days, the teacher created activities to connect emotions and intonations by 

saying, “Today’s weather is fine” in different manners; the teacher used falling tones 

to show affirmation, rising tones to show questions, and stressed the final word to 

show exclamation. Additionally, Kevin employed a higher pitch to pretend to be a 

little girl, and evil sounds to be a bad scientist while doing role-plays. (CO 0324)   
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 Last, Kevin picked up the concept of a rising intonation in the final word 

position to show the ‘question’ aspect of a yes-no question, but he misused the 

concept in wh-questions. He learned the rising intonation in sentences like “Do you 

like music?” and “Do you like art?” quickly in the second lesson. Meanwhile, he also 

raised his voice at the end of “What subject do you like?” The teacher then reminded 

him that there was no need to raise his intonation while encountering wh-questions. 

Not until the fourth lesson did he read the sentence in the correct manner.   

 

4.1.3 Phrasing 

 Initially, Kevin tended to pause among words randomly, without employing the 

concept of phrasing. Gradually, he developed the concept of phrasing and the ability 

to pause shortly in appropriate places. Moreover, he also developed the concept of 

linking sounds between words, but he couldn’t demonstrate it while reading the words 

in sentences. The following is Kevin’s phrasing (slash) in one of his lines: 

 

 March 10th Narrator 1: One day, Mulan and her mom go to / the street. People 

   are playing / music and doing art. 

 March 17th Narrator 1: One day, Mulan and her mom / go to the street. People 

    are playing / music and doing art. 

 March 24th Narrator 1: One day, / Mulan and her mom / go to the street. People 

   are playing / music and doing art. 

 April 7th Narrator 1: One day, / Mulan and her mom / go to the street. People  

   are playing music / and doing art. 
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 On the first day, March 10th, Kevin stopped at random places in the sentences, 

according to his intuition and breath. During the second class, on March 17th, he then 

read go to the street as a phrase. During the third lesson, on March 24th, he noticed the 

period after one day, so he demonstrated a short pause after that. During the fourth 

lesson, on April 7th, he read playing music together instead of separately. He finally 

corrected playing music because the script placed playing and music in a separate line 

due to the lack of space. After the teacher’s reminder, he drew a linking line between 

the two words.  

 In addition to the demonstration of phrasing, Kevin also learned the concept of 

reading English in proper clusters. During the interview, when he was asked how to 

read English, he answered that “English should be read phrasing by phrasing, instead 

of word by word.” (IT 0526) In order to help students better understand the concept of 

phrasing, the teacher illustrated the idea of phrasing as if it were a bunch of grapes. 

The whole sentence served as a bunch of grapes, and the words were linked together 

in the same manner as the individual grapes. Subsequently, the teacher had students 

read English words with punctuation, so that students learned to read a comma with a 

shorter pause, and a period with a longer pause. After that, students then practiced 

reorganizing sentences by unscrambling them, and Kevin was the team leader of one 

group. He was able to finish shorter sentences like “Suddenly, the enemies are coming” 

in the correct order, and read them with proper phrasing. However, he needed the 

teacher’s assistance and hints to help him finish longer sentences like “They make 

snowballs and throw them at the enemies.” He then wrote in his student diary that he 

learned the idea of phrasing from those activities (SD 0505).   
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 Kevin not only learned about the linkage of words, but sounds as well. For 

example, the teacher taught the students that sometimes when native English speakers 

speak English, they link sounds together to make the pronunciation faster and easier, 

and that this idea could be used to read lines in a more natural and conversational 

manner. Next, the teacher demonstrated reading “look at” as /luket/ and “need a” as 

/nidə/. Kevin followed the teacher’s demonstration and he responded to it 

spontaneously, saying that “I know another example, like foreigners would say ‘don’t 

you’ as /dŋdʒju/. They link the two words together.” (CO 0324) Kevin learned the 

ideas of linking sounds together and reading words correctly after repeating the 

teachers’ demonstration; however, he failed to read those linking sounds in later 

exercises and presentations. In other words, he only remembered to link sounds 

together when they were isolated from the sentences, and the teacher had to remind 

him. 

 

4.1.4 Smoothness 

 Kevin’s reading smoothness was influenced by his word recognition, because he 

hesitated more while encountering unknown words or words he wasn’t sure about. 

Generally speaking, his reading smoothness improved as he became more familiar 

with the scripts. 

 On March 10th, he read with frequent, extended pauses before words he wasn’t 

sure about. For example, he read “Do you like (pause) music? I can (pause) teach 

you.”, because he didn’t know the pronunciation of “music” and “teach.” On March 

17th, he read with occasional breaks and false starts like “Wow . . . wow . . . so 
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handsome.” He then picked up the vocabulary words music and teach. On March 24th, 

although he made some pronunciation errors, he read smoothly without hesitation. On 

April 7th, he read smoothly as well. Sometimes he read too fast, so there were some 

slips of the tongue, but he then corrected himself immediately. For example, the 

original sentence was “People are playing music and doing art.” He replaced and with 

are in this way: “People are playing music are doing art.” He then noticed and 

corrected himself instantly.  

 On April 28th, he got a new script, and made multiple attempts and repetitions. 

Because he was not familiar with words like warm, there, and winter, the sentence It’s 

warm there in winter was especially difficult for him. He read it in this way: “It’s 

war . . . warmer . . . in . . . wa . . . water.” What was more, the word favorite in My 

favorite season is spring was also difficult for him. He read it in this way: “My . . . 

very . . . my very season is spring.” On May 5th, Kevin and other students still could 

not overcome those difficult words, and felt the script was too difficult for them. 

Hence, on May 19th, the teacher revised the script into a simpler version to avoid 

destroying their confidence. The teacher changed It’s warm there in winter to It’s 

warm in winter, and deleted My favorite season is spring. Kevin already picked up the 

vocabulary words warm and winter, so he read It’s warm in winter much more 

smoothly, although more cautiously compared to other readings. On May 26th, he read 

naturally and conversationally, but he still made one slip of the tongue. He read Birds 

are singing. What is coming? as “Birds are singing. What are coming?” He did not 

self-correct that time, which might be because when that part was read all together, 

and he did not notice the error.  
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 During the interview, Kevin thought his reading smoothness did not change 

much, and his performances were highly related to the difficulty of scripts. The 

following is the interview content from that time: 

 

 Transcript (interview from May 26th):   

 Interviewer: Compared with your performances before, can you tell any 

 differences now on your reading smoothness such as the frequency of your 

 pausing? 

    Kevin: I thought it made no differences, because the scripts were easier and 

 simpler, so I could read them smoothly without hesitations. On the other hand,  

    school’s scripts were more difficult, so I stammered quite often.  

 

Kevin felt his reading smoothness did not change much because the scripts were 

easier. However, based on the weekly documents, his reading smoothness did 

progress gradually after his practices. On the other hand, he thought his performances 

would be influenced by the difficulty of the scripts. It was true that he did not perform 

well while performing the first version of script 2, which may have been because 

there was too much vocabulary for him to process simultaneously.   

  

4.1.5 Pace 

 First, Kevin’s reading pace increased gradually, but he tended to pause longer 

before words that he was unsure of. Second, he varied his speed in different situations. 

Third, he knew the importance of rhythm, but failed to perform it successfully.  
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 Kevin’s reading pace improved after practicing, but he sometimes read slower 

when he encountered difficult words. The following is the weekly documentation of 

his reading of one line from script 2: It’s warm in winter, too. 

 

 April 28th Han: It’s . . . warm . . . er in . . . wa . . .water, too. (failed to pronounce 

  “warm” and “winter” correctly, read slowly and laboriously) 

 May 5th Han: It’s warmer in winter, too. (read word by word, and still made  

  mistakes with “warm”) 

May 19th Han: It’s . . . warm in winter, too. (with an uneven mixture of fast and 

 slow speed) 

 May 26th Han: It’s warm in winter, too. (read correctly but cautiously)  

 

At the very beginning, when he first read the sentence, he read laboriously because he 

did not recognize the two words warm and winter. On the second day, he read the 

sentence faster than the previous time, but still failed to pronounce the word warm 

correctly. Then the teacher reminded him to pronounce the word warm as warm 

instead of warmer, and he practiced several times afterwards. On the third day, he 

read most of those words at a normal speed, but paused before warm. Hence, he read 

the sentence with an uneven mixture of fast and slow pace. On the fourth day of the 

presentation, he read the sentence more cautiously compared with other sentences, so 

as not to make mistakes. On the other hand, his reading speed increased from 55.5 

words per minute to 67.2 WPM, according to the pretests and posttests in QRI. The 

increasing number of WPM also probably indicates that his reading speed improved.  
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 In addition to his increased reading speed, he learned how to vary his reading 

pace in different situations. In order to raise students’ awareness of variegated reading 

paces according to different characters, they were given role cards; these included 

little girls, soldiers, moms, and old men. Each character had two pairs, and each 

student was given one of the cards, and each card represented a character. Students 

could only act out the character to find another student who had the same character 

card as them (See Appendix 5). While the teacher was introducing those characters, 

Kevin said that soldiers should speak energetically and clearly. (CO 0324) When it 

was his turn to be the soldier Han in script 2, he constantly tried to speak loudly and 

concisely while reading his lines, like a soldier. What’s more, he also varied his 

reading pace according to the contexts. When the teacher reviewed what reading skills 

they learned previously by asking questions, he answered that “Sometimes we 

shouldn’t read too fast so that the audiences could listen clearly.” (CO 0470) He knew 

that the purpose of Readers Theater reading was to read appropriately and act using a 

particular voice. He also knew that students should not only pursue the reading speed, 

but vary their pace in different contexts. For example, when Kevin read the line Yay~ 

we love winter!, he read it a little slower to show his excitement. When he read the 

line Oh no! Here they (the enemies) come!, he read quickly to show the sense of 

emergency.           

 Kevin also learned the importance of rhythm in English reading, but he wasn’t 

able to perform it appropriately. To increase students’ awareness of rhythmic reading, 

the teacher played a short video of other students’ demonstrations of RT contests. 

Furthermore, the teacher also designed a tempo game to help students speak 
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according to different tempos, with clapping and instruments. Kevin then learned that 

it was important to read English with an appropriate rhythm. The following is what he 

wrote in his student diary and said in an interview. 

 

  Excerpt 1: (extracted from the student dairy on Apr. 7th) 

 Kevin: From the video, I learned making props to make the performance to be 

 more vivid. Besides, we should learn their rhythmic reading.  

 Transcript (interview on May 26th): 

 Interviewer: What’s your favorite activity and why? 

 Kevin: Of course it’s the tempo game; the African drum was fun. 

 Interviewer: Do you know why the teacher let you play the African drum? 

 Kevin: Read English with tempo.   

 

Although Kevin knew the importance of rhythmic reading, he did not seem to know 

how to do it. To help students grasp the idea of rhythmic reading, the teacher 

originally designed a long chant in script 2. However, it turned out to be too 

overwhelming for most students. To not destroy their confidence, the teacher then 

deleted most lines and only left four sentences: Birds are singing. What is coming? 

Birds are singing. Spring is coming. However, most students, including Kevin, still 

had difficulty reading them. For example, Kevin was not familiar with words like 

birds, singing and spring. Furthermore, he replaced the be-verb are with is, or is with 

are. He spent a lot of effort pronouncing those words correctly, so he failed to control 

his voice during those stressed and unstressed differences.   
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4.1.6 Summary of the Multi-fluency Scale  

 The Readers Theater instructions were conducted eight times, and lasted for 

three months from March to May. After each lesson, the participant was assessed 

based on their lines. Five dimensions included his reading accuracy, expression and 

volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace. Each dimension was graded from 1 to 4 

points, and the total scores were the sum of five dimensions. Figure 4.1 illustrated his 

scores of accuracy, expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace; figure 

4.2 showed the sum of his MFS.  

 Most of the time, he was assessed after each class. But on April 7th and May 26th 

were more special, because the scores were based on his real RT presentations. 

Besides, there was a sudden drop of his scores on April 28th. At that time he was 

practicing a new script instead of the old one. Moreover, the second script was 

modified to be simpler on May 19th to meet students’ present level. 

 The improvement of Kevin’s oral reading fluency might also reflect upon his 

increasing scores each time after his practices. At very beginning, when he first got 

the scripts, he was not familiar with the lines, so he only got 8 scores on both March 

10th and April 28th. After he practiced many times, his reading fluency scores arrived 

to 18 on April 7th for the first script, and 19 on May 26th for the second script.        
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Figure 4.1 Kevin’s MFC Scores  

 

Figure 4.2 The Sum of Kevin’s MFS 

 

 

 

 

 

8

13

19
18

8
10

18
19

Mar.10 Mar.17 Mar.24 Apr.7 Apr.28 May.5 May.19 May.26

Sum of MFS 

Material Script 1 Script 2  Script 2-simple 

Date   

MFS 

3/10 3/17 3/24 4/7 4/28 5/5 5/19 5/26 

Accuracy 3 4 4 3 2 2 4 3 

Expression& 

Volume 

1 2 4 4 1 2 3 4 

Phrasing  2 2 3 3 2 2 4 4 

Smoothness  1 2 4 4 1 1 3 4 

Pace 1 3 4 4 2 3 4 4 

SUM  8 13 19 18 8 10 18 19 
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4.2 Learning Motivation 

RQ2: How did Readers Theater influence student’s learning attitudes in terms of 

authenticity, self-efficacy, autonomy and relatedness?   

 

 In terms of learning motivation, Kevin’s attitudes toward English learning 

became more positive. He was motivated to learn English and practice lines. Through 

practice and rehearsals, he became more confident reading the scripts and increased 

his self-efficacy. Moreover, he enjoyed the autonomous and cooperative learning 

atmosphere of RT. 

 

4.2.1 Authenticity   

 Although he thought English was important, he was not interested in learning 

English and felt it was difficult. However, he actively participated in RT activities 

when he knew there would be an actual performance afterwards. On the first day, 

after the teacher announced there would be a real performance of RT, Kevin was then 

eager to choose characters. He asked the teacher how to read certain words from his 

lines, such as street, people, play, all, and handsome, and underlined his lines 

immediately. During the interview, he showed his great expectation of and enthusiasm 

for the performance days.  

 

    Transcript (interview on May 26th): 

 Interviewer: In terms of reading the scripts, RT activities, performing, 

 post-discussion, which is the most interesting and boring part?  
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Kevin: I enjoyed performing pretty much, because we can express our 

emotions while acting. If you perform well, then you will have other chances to 

perform in the future, just like soap operas. No, I don’t feel any of them was 

boring.  

 

He was personally in love with acting. When he realized that all the reading material, 

RT activities and practice were purposeful for the final presentation, he became an 

active learner throughout each lesson.  

 

4.2.2 Self-efficacy    

 Kevin also established his self-efficacy gradually. During the first class, Kevin 

wrote “I am the worst” on the handout that I gave the students to collect honor points. 

That behavior might have been a sign that he did not have confidence in his English 

ability at the very beginning. However, he thought the RT instructions increased his 

confidence in English reading. (IT 0526) For instance, when the teacher asked the 

students to say what happened in the scripts and how the scripts were different from 

the original texts, Kevin raised his hand many times to answer. The scripts were not 

too difficult for him, because both of them were derived from the students’ textbooks. 

He originally did not dare to speak English in regular classes, but he revealed that he 

was more willing to speak English in RT classes.  

 

 Transcript (interview on May 26th): 

 Interviewer: In which class, RT or the ordinary class, you are more willing to 
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 speak English?  

 Kevin: RT for sure. I dared not speak in the ordinary class, because my 

 English was not as good as others. They often gain points, but I never.   

 

Additionally, because Kevin was good at performing, other classmates praised him in 

many aspects, like reading accurately, loudly, and actively in post-discussion activities. 

He also thought that he performed well in facial, body and voice expressions. (CO 

0407)  

 Hence, Kevin gradually increased his self-efficacy because he thought that 

mastering the RT scripts was achievable. Also, his confidence was strengthened by his 

peers’ support, and he became more willing to speak English in front of others.   

 

4.2.3 Autonomy  

 Readers Theater often empowered students to choose characters they like, and 

provided them chances to discuss different ways of interpreting lines. It seemed that 

Kevin enjoyed the autonomous atmosphere in RT activities. He pointed out that in the 

past, he did not have many chances to express himself in the class.  

  

 Transcript (interview on May 26th): 

 Interviewer: Do you want to receive RT instructions in the future? Why or 

 why not?  

 Kevin: It seems that it’s impossible, because not every teacher will use RT 

 instructions. For example, I used to speak in classes, but the teacher won’t   
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 allow us to express ourselves. Of course I planned to join the Dram Club, but  I 

 then gave it up. 

 

Compared with the traditional English classes, RT provided him many chances to 

express himself. For example, after the teacher explained the scripts, he raised his 

hand and volunteered to be Mulan’s mom in script one, and Han (the young solider) 

in script two. When the teacher asked the students about their understanding of the 

scripts, Kevin immediately answered, “The script is different from the original story. 

It’s not because Mulan’s father is too old, but because her father is sick. That’s why 

Mulan substitutes her father to be a solider.” (CO 0310) When the teacher discussed 

the lines and talked about Mulan’s papa, Kevin then asked the teacher “Can we say 

papa? I think we can only say father.” (CO 0317) The teacher explained to them that 

father was more formal than papa, and papa was more colloquial. In addition to 

asking questions spontaneously, Kevin also discussed the emotions and sequences of 

practicing with the teacher. For example, he thought one of Mulan’s emotions was 

weird because it suddenly changed from confident to pleasant. (CO 0324) 

Furthermore, he suggested that the teacher let students read their own character’s lines, 

instead of practicing them together. The teacher praised his suggestion, and explained 

to him, after everyone became more familiar with the script, that they would read 

lines individually, according to their characters. (CO 0428) When the teacher chatted 

with Kevin’s previous remedial English teacher, he said that Kevin wasn’t involved in 

English class much before, and that students were not allowed to express themselves 

in class. (CO 0526) Nevertheless, most of the time there was not one single answer in 
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terms of the interpretation of lines. Therefore, he was given more opportunities to 

express his own opinions in RT classes.   

  

4.2.4 Relatedness   

 In terms of group activities, Kevin enjoyed group work while playing games, but 

sometimes he preferred to work alone when he wasn’t sure about the answers. He 

devoted himself to the characters while doing the role playing games, and he followed 

the instructions, which were to chat with his partners enthusiastically (SD 0324). 

Aside from that, when they were playing a game called “follow the leader” to hone 

their concentration, Kevin discussed with his partners frequently to figure out who the 

leader was. He also wrote in his dairy that he liked those activities (SD 0331).    

 On the other hand, it seemed that Kevin sometimes did not enjoy group activities. 

Since Kevin and Jenny’s (the other student in RT class) English were better than other 

students’, they were the group leaders of each team. One of the activities was 

unscrambling the lines. Each group member got a piece of a sentence and they had to 

rearrange their parts according to the original script. When Jenny was discussing with 

her group members, Kevin checked the lines of the script on his own. When the 

teacher asked him to help other members, he said “I even couldn’t handle it myself, 

how could I help others?” (CO 0505). Also, once students were arranged in pairs to 

discuss the proper emotions of certain lines in the script, he then refused to discuss 

with others, and asked the teacher “Can I think it by myself?” (CO 0317). When he 

was uncertain about the answers, he preferred to work on his own instead of 

discussing with others.  
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 To sum up, Kevin’s reading accuracy got improved in general, except for some 

pronunciation errors like those on the final consonants. He performed excellently in 

reading expression by varying his volume, pitch, and emotions to suit the characters 

in different contexts. Meanwhile, his phrasing and reading smoothness progressed 

gradually. What’s more, his reading speed increased, and he tried to manage different 

reading paces while performing various characters in different situations. Although he 

knew the importance of rhythmic reading, he was not capable of controlling his tempo 

and stress. On the other hand, Kevin’s learning motivation was increased, because he 

was interested in acting, and was able to relate the RT activities to actual 

performances. Moreover, he became more confident in English reading, and enjoyed 

the autonomous learning atmosphere. Nevertheless, it seemed that sometimes he 

didn’t like to cooperate with others.  
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Chapter Five 

DISCUSSION 

 

5.0 Introduction  

 This chapter dealt with the issues that arose from the findings of this study. The 

research aimed at probing the influence of RT instructions on the young learner’s 

reading fluency and attitudinal changes toward English learning. The RT program 

lasted for three months in the remedial English courses. Kevin was chosen as the focal 

participant of the study because among the seven students, his learning attitudes 

changed most saliently during the RT intervention. Findings of the study were 

discussed based on the preceding literature to provide possible accounts for the 

answers to the two research questions.       

 

5.1 Reading Fluency 

 Findings of the study supported the results of the existing research. As mentioned 

in chapter 2, RT was found to benefit students’ reading fluency in terms of accuracy, 

speed, and sometimes prosody (Li 2009, Liu 2013, Yeh 2013). The results in the 

present study were corresponded to Kevin’s case; his reading ability improved in terms 

of accuracy, expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and rate.  

 

5.1.1 Accuracy   

 Accuracy refers to the ability to recognize, decode, and sound out words correctly 

(Ehri & McCormick, 1998). During the three months of RT instructions,  
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Kevin’s word recognition and reading pronunciation improved after practicing, but he 

tended to drop final consonants.     

 Keehn et al. (2008) investigated the impact of RT on struggling eighth-grade 

readers, and found that their vocabulary acquisition doubled the comparison group’s. 

Three reasons were provided, including students’ engagement in word recognition 

activities, their multiple exposures to the words in contexts, and the deep processing 

of words. In terms of Kevin’s case in the study, when he knew his characters, he then 

spontaneously asked how to read words like street, people, and handsome. Moreover, 

he asked the teacher to help him underline his lines. His spontaneous behavior 

showed his involvement in learning unknown words, since he was responsible for 

reading the character. Students’ attention, focus, and engagement were essential 

components of effective vocabulary learning (Blachowicz & Fisher, 2000). Another 

reason was that Kevin underwent multiple exposures to those unfamiliar words. 

Students dealt with the same scripts for four lessons. Each time they practiced, 

rehearsed, and performed over and over again. It was found that Kevin started to pick 

up unknown words around the second lesson, and became more and more familiar 

with them in the third lesson. Multiple exposures to words in contexts contributed a 

lot in terms of learning word meanings (Stahl & Fairbanks, 1986). A final reason was 

that students in RT had many chances to discuss the words in scripts. For example, 

Kevin discussed the emotion of certain lines and the pronunciation of words with 

group members. They not only had to recognize those words, but also had to figure 

out the proper interpretation of them. Rather than simply memorizing words, learners 
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had to process words deeply and cognitively, which enriched their level of vocabulary 

acquisition (Nagy, 1988).   

 Additionally, Kevin tended to drop final consonants like the /t/ in art and the /k/ 

in like while reading them in sentences. English as a second language learners, or 

foreign language learners, often drop final consonants at an early learning stage. First, 

the different syllable structure between learners’ first and second languages might 

result in learning difficulties (Chan, 2010). Whereas English allows relatively 

complex consonant and vowel patterns, Chinese mainly employs CV structure, 

without consonant clusters in the pronunciation of a word. Since vocabulary in 

English like art was VCC, and like was CVC, Kevin (as a native speaker of Chinese) 

tended to simplify their syllabic structures and drop the final consonant in the coda 

position. Moreover, the degree of sonority and the place of word stress might also 

influence consonant deletion (Edwards, 2011; Gut, 2007). Voiceless consonants like 

/t/ and /k/ are relatively less sonorant than voiced consonants and vowels, so they 

might have a more favorable effect on deletion. On top of that, final consonant 

deletion occurs much more often in unstressed syllables and consonant clusters.  

 

5.1.2 Expression and Volume   

 Kevin initially struggled with unfamiliar words, and gradually developed 

prosodic reading by varying his emotion, pitch, intonation, volume in context, and by 

devoting himself to the characters.  

 Based on the automaticity theory (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974), human beings had 

limited cognitive recourses. If readers decoded words automatically, they had more 
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resources for higher-level tasks such as grouping words and finding meaning. At the 

very beginning, Kevin spent more cognitive resources on lower-level tasks like word 

recognition, so he failed to demonstrate expressive reading. After practicing, he 

became more familiar with the lines and understood their meaning, so his cognitive 

resources were available for additional prosodic features while reading. Reading with 

expression often implied reading with comprehension (Dowhower, 1991). Although 

the study did not investigate the relationship between expressive reading and 

comprehension, it could be inferred that Kevin comprehended the scripts more deeply 

because he had to interpret the readings with proper emotions and volume in various 

situations.  

 Aulls (1978) recommended three main instructions to improve students’ 

expressive reading, including repeated reading, text segmenting, and auditory 

modeling. The three elements were crucial components of Readers Theater. For 

instance, Kevin had numerous chances to repeatedly practice reading the scripts in 

meaningful ways so that he could change characters and discuss the meanings with 

others. On top of that, the teacher provided text-segmenting exercises in mini-lessons, 

and segmentation cues were provided and underlined on the scripts. Moreover, 

students were able to hear teacher and group members’ modeling. Recent RT 

experiments mainly contributed students’ significant expressive reading to the teacher 

or a more competent peer’s modeling (Keehn, 2003; Keehn et al., 2008; Roser et al., 

2003).        

 Readers Theater was found to be helpful in enriching students’ tone variation and 

building their intonation capacities. Yeh (2013) researched the influence of RT 
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instructions on third and sixth graders, and both groups improved significantly in 

terms of their reading speed, accuracy and intonation. The sixth graders performed 

better than the third graders, which might have been because the sixth graders 

possessed a comprehensive phonics ability, which assisted their readings. Aside from 

that, students gained the most progress in emotional reading. On the other hand, their 

intonation changed most saliently in the final sentence position, and they easily made 

mistakes with yes-no questions. In Kevin’s case, he also varied his intonations 

saliently, especially in the final positions of sentences. For example, he raised his 

pitch to show exclamation, and raised his tone to show uncertainty. However, he 

didn’t make many mistakes with yes-no questions.  

 Finally, although Kevin made few errors during performances, it did not affect 

his overall expression. This might have to do with motherese. Fathers and mothers 

tended to use simpler and shorter utterances with exaggerated pitch and intonation 

variability. Although the motherese might be different from the original adult speech, 

infants still caught parents’ main readings of speech (Dowhower, 1991). The 

phenomena illustrated that human beings heavily relied on prosodic cues rather than 

words. In Kevin’s case, audiences relied on his vocal expressions to understand his 

reading, so they might not have paid much attention to his minor pronunciation errors.  

 

5.1.3 Phrasing  

 At first, Kevin paused randomly between words without the concept of phrasing. 

After the teacher’s mini-lessons on the idea of phrasing, Kevin started to develop the 

awareness and ability to pause in appropriate places.  
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 The findings corresponded to those in previous research, that RT instruction 

assisted students’ phrasing, pacing and smoothness simultaneously (Clark et al., 2009; 

Yeh, 2013). Dowhower and Lynn (1987) found that second graders who were slow 

readers had three inappropriate pausal intrusions (inappropriate hesitations within 

words or within syntactic units) per sentence before the intervention. After they 

practiced reading five stories, they significantly decreased the intrusion numbers in 

the practiced stories. In other words, they increased the length of appropriate 

chunking to facilitate their reading fluency. Being able to phrase appropriately 

implied that they understood both the syntactical and semantic boundaries of 

sentences.   

 Research evidence showed that students performed better in reading when they 

were provided with tangible cues to phrase boundaries in texts (Frase & Schwartz, 

1979; Levasseur et al. , 2006; Rasinski, 1990, 1994). Although chunking skills were 

essential to students’ reading ability development, students often received insufficient 

instructions. Hence, Rasinski (2003) suggested that teachers first provide students 

with visible cues to practice. Segmenting could be visualized by means of line, 

indentation, slashes or blank spaces. Next, the teacher discussed the importance of 

phrasing with students. Third, the teacher read texts chorally with students, and then 

slightly exaggerated the phrases. Fourth, students formed groups or pairs to practice. 

Finally, students read the same texts, without the phrase boundaries marked to help 

them. In the study, Kevin also received similar phrasing instructions in RT. For 

example, the teacher explained the marks of phrase boundaries in the scripts, and  
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showed the importance of phrasing via activities. The teacher’s instructions and 

Kevin’s practices might account for improvements of his phrasing abilities.   

  

5.1.4 Smoothness   

 At the very beginning, Kevin read with frequent pauses and false starts. 

Gradually he picked up some words and read with multiple attempts, and then with 

occasional breaks and self-corrections. On the performance day he usually read 

conversationally, but tended to make small errors.  

 Generally speaking, Kevin’s reading smoothness increased, as he had numerous 

opportunities to practice and rehearse scripts in RT classes. The result was different 

from Yung’s (2006) research, that students did not gain statistically significant 

progress in reading smoothness. Unlike Yung’s finding, Yeh (2013) compared the RT 

effects on third and sixth graders’ oral reading after five weeks (20 lessons). Both of 

them were Taiwanese students who learned English as a foreign language. Before the 

experiment, the third graders paused 27 times on average during each reading, and the 

sixth graders paused 4.8 times. After the intervention, the third graders paused 2.9 

times, and the sixth graders only paused once. They often paused while encountering 

multiple syllables or more complex words, which was similar to Kevin’s case, in that 

he paused frequently while reading handsome and favorite. Those words were more 

difficult for Kevin, which might have been because they had more difficult spelling, 

more syllables, or because the combination of sounds was hard to pronounce.  

 Keehn et al. (2008), in his research on how RT influences eighth-grade slow 

readers, found that students’ initial choppy reading resulted from hesitating to identify 
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words, stopping to sound out words, or repeating portions of texts. The improvement 

of their fluidity might have been due to the teacher’s constant coaching on the 

students’ reading smoothness. Those reasons might account for Kevin’s case, that the 

teacher usually reminded him of the places where he failed to read smoothly. Most of 

the time, the coaching occurred before or after his reading instead of during his 

reading, so as not to hinder his reading flow.       

 A reader’s reading smoothness was an important guide to his reading ability. 

Clay and Imlach (1971) suggested that more competent readers often processed cues 

at the intersentence, sentence, and phrase level, while the poorer readers dominantly 

processed cues at the part-word level. In their studies, they found that the more 

competent readers read 7 words on average between pauses, and that the poorer 

readers read 1.3 words. Kevin was also a struggling reader; he initially paused 

constantly and randomly within words. After RT instructions, he was able to read 

scripts more and more smoothly. However, he easily made slips of the tongue during 

the performance day. Readers often made errors unintentionally by uttering something 

they didn’t intend to say. Kevin’s type of error belonged to perseverations, in that the 

earlier unit was influenced or replaced by the later unit (Stewart & Vaillette, 2001). 

For example, the original text was Birds are singing. What is coming?, but Kevin read 

it as “Birds are singing. What are coming?”. He replaced the verb is with are, because 

it appeared in the previous sentence. In another example, the original text was 

Boys . . . boys . . . we need a boy. He read it as “Boys . . . boys . . . we need a boys.” 

He added the plural mark s after the singular noun, which might have been influenced 

by the previous s in boys. 
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5.1.5 Pace 

 Kevin’s reading speed increased gradually, and he was able to vary his reading 

pace in different situations. Moreover, he learned the importance of rhythm in English 

oral reading but failed to demonstrate it.  

 Readers Theater instruction was found to be helpful in increasing a student’s 

reading speed (Corcoran & Davis, 2005; Rose & Magnotta, 2012), which 

corresponded to the finding of the study. Based on Kevin’s assessment of reading 

speed in the Qualitative Reading Inventory, his reading rate improved from 55.5 

words per minute to 67.2 WPM. Rose and Magnotta (2012) conducted a four-year 

longitudinal research with 243 students; the students ranged from kindergarten to 

grade 3. The experimental group received art-based instructions of English, like RT, 

and the control group received normal English classes. The treatment group students 

read an average of 110 WPM, while the control group read 80 WPM.  

 Readers Theater was frequently adopted to assist struggling readers. J. Chen 

(2006) researched the influence of RT instruction on fifth graders’ reading accuracy, 

fluency, and motivation. After five weeks of intervention, she found that students 

improved in all three dimensions of reading. On another note, RT was especially 

useful to middle and lower achievers in terms of their reading speed; their 

improvements were more significant than higher achievers’. Struggling readers 

benefited from RT instructions in many ways. For example, they had ample chances 

to do repeated reading, and they had an average of 15~20 reading chances with the 

same script (Clementi, 2010; Rinehart, 2001). In addition, more competent readers 

could assist them by reading chorally or doing models for them to imitate (Kuhn, 
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2009; Smith, 1993). Moreover, their reading pace could be established to a pace 

representative of normal speech via group rehearsals (Hoyt, 1992). The three reasons, 

including repeated reading, peers’ assistances, and practices via rehearsals, might 

account for Kevin’s progress in reading speed. He originally read slowly and 

laboriously when he got the scripts. After practicing each script more than ten times, 

he was able to perform them in normal speech during the performance days. Because 

each teacher would evaluate students’ readings individually at the end of their course, 

Kevin paid special attention to the more competent students’ modeling of difficult 

words. Gradually, he became more and more familiar with the scripts, and read faster.  

 Students were also found to benefit from curriculum-based RT (CBRT), in that 

scripts were mainly adopted from their textbooks. First, students were already familiar 

with the topics, content knowledge, and some vocabulary, so they were able to pay 

more attention to reading fluidity (Palumbo & Sanacore, 2009). Second, Flynn (2004) 

advocated that some movements of CBRT aided students’ memories. The student’s 

rehearsals were connected with repetition, and the repetitions enhanced their retention. 

Through the repetitive readings, students increased their sight words, which they were 

able to recognize automatically, so their overall reading speed became faster. 

Neumann, Ross, and Slaboch (2008) found that students remembered and applied 

those acquired sight words to other texts. In other words, when students read CBRT 

scripts, they could benefit from the positive transfer of familiar sight words from the 

original textbooks. In the study, two scripts of Mulan’s story were both adopted from 

the fifth graders’ textbook. Kevin was already familiar with the content knowledge of 

Mulan’s story, because he actively answered the questions about the story, and found 
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the specific differences between the scripts and the textbook’s contents. Moreover, he 

might have benefited from the positive transfer of the sight words to the scripts, so he 

already knew some of the words in the scripts. In this manner, his cognitive 

processing became faster, which influenced his reading pace simultaneously.  

 

5.2 Learning Motivation  

 After receiving RT instructions, Kevin’s attitude toward English learning and 

reading became more positive. Results of the study confirmed the positive impact of 

RT instructions from previous research. Huang (2006) researched the effects of RT 

instructions on sixth graders. After eight weeks, students’ attitudes toward English 

became positive, because they apparently gained self-competence through cooperative 

learning and repetitive practices. On the other hand, students’ English anxiety 

increased simultaneously. Change (2007) also reported that students gained positive 

attitudes toward English through RT activities, because they thought the instructions 

were fun and they were more willing to speak English in non-threatening 

environments. Like Huang (2006) and Change (2007)’s findings, Kevin enhanced his 

self-confidence and enjoyed the non-threatening environment in RT.  

 

5.2.1 Authenticity  

 Kevin was originally not interested in English, but he was motivated to learn 

when he knew that all students would have actual Readers Theater performances. 

Studies had shown that reading for an actual goal motivated students to learn. 

Hollingsworth et al. (2007) conducted research on the influence of Readers Theater 
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on first and second graders’ reading comprehension. Students’ reading comprehension 

improved, because they reread the scripts until they fully understood them. Students 

were not tired of reading, as they were eager to join the RT performance. Hence, RT 

was found to facilitate their academic success and foster enthusiasm for English 

reading. Tsou (2011) researched the application of RT to Taiwanese elementary 

students’ English reading and writing courses. The result showed that students were 

motivated to practice, especially when they had authentic audiences for their reading 

and writing. Yeh (2013) studied the effects of RT on English learning at a remote 

elementary school. She found that although students spent more effort on practicing in 

RT class, compared to ordinary courses, the students still revealed their willingness to 

join RT classes in the future. Students felt a little nervous while performing, but they 

enjoyed the fruits of their hard work. Those research findings accounted for Kevin’s 

case. He became an active learner when he knew there would be actual audiences on 

the performance day. Although he felt nervous while performing, he revealed his 

substantial willingness to receive RT instructions in the future. Students were eager to 

perform, which might have resulted from their self-efficacy having been promoted. 

“Students love to perform for an audience when they are given sufficient 

opportunities to rehearse the script” (Rasinski, 2000, p. 149). In other words, students 

thought they were capable of reading, because they had practiced the scripts many 

times. 
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5.2.2 Self-efficacy  

 Kevin’s self-efficacy was increased throughout the RT activities. Self-efficacy is 

defined as “people’s judgments of their capabilities to organize and execute courses of 

action required to attain designated types of performance” (Bandura, 1994, p. 391). 

Kevin revealed that his confidence toward English reading was increased; he thought 

the scripts were not too difficult, and he felt his English ability had improved. The 

finding was found to correspond to previous research. Lin (2013) researched the 

impact of RT on fourth-graders’ motivation and learning. He found that RT increased 

students’ overall learning motivation, established their confidence, and gave them a 

sense of achievement. Yeh (2013)’s study of RT on elementary students’ English oral 

reading fluency and learning revealed results that showed 90% of students thought 

that RT increased their learning motivation and positive self-identification. This was 

shown via questionnaires.  

 Because of RT, students became confident readers in many ways. First, students 

with various reading abilities were able to experience successful reading (Martinez et 

al., 1998; Young & Rasinski, 2009). Because there were often more than three 

characters in RT scripts, students with different levels could choose the character that 

suited their reading ability. Furthermore, they had numerous opportunities to practice 

the same lines in different ways, such as choral reading, pair reading, echo reading 

and so forth. Second, the script of RT was often adopted from materials that students 

were familiar with, such as fairy tales and students’ textbooks (Tzu, 2008). Hence, 

students tended to benefit from familiar content knowledge and previously acquired 

vocabulary while practicing the scripts. Third, the successful reading experience itself 
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was a motivator that reinforced students’ self-efficacy. When readers found and 

believed that they were capable of reading, or read efficaciously, they actually read 

more, and in turn became better readers (Keehn et al., 2008; Wigfield, 1996). When it 

came to Kevin’s case, he chose the character he liked and thought he was able to read 

by himself. Instead of choosing Mulan or a narrator, he chose to be Mulan’s mom in 

script one, and the solider named Han in script two. Both of the characters’ lines 

belonged to the middle level of English ability, and Kevin had achieved that level 

through practicing and imitating. Second, the scripts were adopted from his English 

textbooks’ content, so he was familiar with the story and some words that he learned 

in ordinary classes. Those experiences became positive in the transfer from his RT 

scripts to reading. Third, he revealed that he became more confident in English 

reading and thought his overall English ability had improved.  

 

5.2.3 Autonomy  

 Kevin enjoyed the autonomous learning atmosphere created by RT instructions. 

The finding was similar to previous studies. It was found that when readers were 

given more opportunities to make decisions, it empowered them to be responsible for 

their learning, and their intrinsic motivation for reading then increased (Paris & Oka, 

1986). Readers Theater supported students’ autonomous learning in two ways. First, 

students were allowed to choose the materials they were interested in reading, and the 

way they wanted to reconstruct the story. In older or more advanced level students’ 

classes, teachers often gave students chances to write the scripts on their own, so that 

they were able to practice their writing skills (Hsu, 2011). Second, RT activities 
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allowed students to choose their own characters and their own way of interpreting 

scripts. In this manner, students had to be responsible for the whole process of 

learning. What’s more, since there was not one single path of interpretation, students 

became more willing to take risks by trying different ways of reading (Braun & Braun, 

1998; Griffith & Rasinski, 2004; Groh, 2012). In terms of Kevin’s case, he chose the 

characters he liked by himself, and he was given opportunities to discuss the emotion 

and ways of interpreting lines with his peers. Moreover, he expressed in an interview 

that he enjoyed the autonomous learning atmosphere of RT and became more willing 

to read English in RT courses, because he did not need to worry about making 

mistakes. Compared with activities in regular English courses, the RT activities were 

more open-task oriented.   

  

5.2.4 Relatedness   

 Kevin enjoyed group activities when playing RT games, but sometimes he 

preferred to work on his own. The results partially contradicted previous studies. The 

implementation of Readers Theater was found to assist students’ learning motivation 

in terms of a social reason and the benefits of grouping. When it came to social 

interaction, Tsou (2011) researched the effects of RT on Taiwanese fifth graders’ 

English reading and writing for one semester. Results showed that students had 

benefited from cooperative learning in terms of acquiring social skills and 

encountering positive peer interactions. Moreover, it has been found that students 

were more motivated to read when they had social reasons to do so, like sharing 

experiences with peers, and becoming part of a group (Gambrell, 1996; Wigfield, 
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1996). Students that worked collaboratively were prone to feel a sense of belonging 

and support (Deci & Ryan, 2000b; Sheldon et al., 2000; Stevens & Fiske, 1995). 

Moreover, peers often provided suggestive and supportive feedback to their group 

members, so that the members could improve and gain confidence at the same time 

(Casey & Chamberlain, 2006). When Kevin participated in group activities, such as 

role playing and guessing the leader games, he devoted himself entirely to it and tried 

to discuss strategies with others. He was a social individual that felt comfortable 

playing with others. During the post-discussion phase, which was held after students’ 

actual RT performances, Kevin often received peers’ praise on his accurate reading 

and vivid expressions.     

 RT activities were often implemented by group discussions, and students 

benefited from heterogeneous groupings. Liu (2000) did an action research on 14 EFL 

learners in a university for ten weeks. Students did some reading and worked 

cooperatively to finish writing RT scripts. It was found that RT activities gave 

students the opportunity to work as a team. Unlike the traditional reading class that 

classified students by their reading level, RT usually grouped students based on their 

interests and different talents (Worthy & Prater, 2002). In the heterogeneous group, 

students created an atmosphere of resource sharing and mutual protection (Deci & 

Ryan, 2000b). Everyone worked cooperatively instead of competitively. More 

advanced learners assisted less-proficient learners, and less-proficient readers were 

usually good at acting or making props. They helped each other with their own 

intelligence (Hsu, 2011). In Kevin’s case, he sometimes did not like the group activity 

and preferred to work alone. Once he was the group leader, and the game was to 
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unscramble sentences and form correct sequences. He refused to help his group 

members, because he thought he didn’t understand some of the words. This might 

have been because he thought group leaders should know all the answers, and the 

instructor did not explain the principles of group work clearly. In this manner, he was 

a little afraid of making mistakes, and preferred to work alone to avoid misleading 

others.      
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Chapter Six  

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

 

6.1 Summary of the Study 

 The study aimed to probe the impact of RT instructions on a fifth-grader’s 

reading fluency development and attitudinal changes toward English learning. To 

achieve the purpose of the study, five qualitative research methods were adopted, 

including video recording, Multi-Fluency Scale assessments of scripts, the student’s 

diaries, the teacher-researcher’s journal (which covered each lesson), and a one-time 

semi-structured interview. Furthermore, the student received one pre-test and one 

post-test with the Qualitative Reading Inventory as the supplementary indication of 

his reading speed changes. The participant was a male fifth grader at a public 

elementary school in Taipei City. He had received eighty-minute English lessons 

every week at school since his first grade, and he had received an hour of extra 

English tutoring since the beginning of his fifth grade. The case study lasted for three 

months, starting in March, and ending in May of 2014. Findings of the study were 

summarized into two parts to answer the two research questions.  

 (1) How did the RT instructions influence the young learner’s reading    

  fluency development in terms of accuracy, expression and volume,   

  phrasing, smoothness, and pace?  

 (2) How did the RT instructions influence the young learner’s attitudes   

  toward English learning in terms of authenticity, self-efficacy,    

  autonomy, and relatedness?  
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 Kevin’s overall reading fluency was improved throughout the RT instructions. In 

terms of accuracy, he first improved his word recognition, and then pronunciation 

after practicing, but he tended to constantly drop final consonants. From the 

expression and volume perspective, he initially struggled with unfamiliar words, but 

gradually developed prosodic reading by varying his emotion, pitch, intonation, and 

volume according to the characters in various contexts. In terms of phrasing, he 

originally paused randomly between words, but he then developed the awareness and 

ability to pause in proper places after receiving mini-lessons, which were composed 

of phrasing activities. From the smoothness perspective, he first read with frequent 

hesitations and false starts. During the second course, he learned some words, but still 

made multiple attempts and repeated himself while encountering difficult words. 

During the third course, he read more smoothly and corrected himself. During the 

fourth course, he read smoothly without hesitation, but he made a few slips of the 

tongue while performing. In terms of pacing, his reading speed increased gradually. 

Aside from that, he also developed the ability to control his speed based on different 

characters and situations. Moreover, he learned the importance of rhythmic reading, 

but failed to demonstrate it successfully.    

 RT was not only found to be beneficial for Kevin’s reading fluency, but his 

motivation toward English learning as well. First, Kevin was motivated to practice 

reading scripts because he knew there would be actual performances for each script. 

Students pursued authentic goals while rehearsing for the presentations, which were 

in front of real audiences. Second, Kevin was motivated to read due to the increase of 

his self-efficacy through RT activities. The RT scripts were made from his textbook, 
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and he gained a positive attitude because he was familiar with the content and 

vocabulary. He chose the characters that suited his reading level, and he had many 

opportunities to do repetitive readings. Those successful reading experiences 

reinforced his willingness to do more readings. Third, Kevin enjoyed the autonomous 

learning atmosphere created by RT activities. For example, he asked questions 

spontaneously after choosing the characters he liked, and he was allowed to discuss 

different interpretations of lines with peers. Hence, in the interview, he expressed his 

eagerness to learn autonomously during RT activities. Fourth, he enjoyed group 

activities while playing RT games, but he did not like to be a group leader, which 

might have been because he was afraid of misleading his group members.  

 

6.2 Implication 

 It has been found that RT instructions were beneficial to the young learner’s 

reading fluency and learning motivation. Reading fluency is composed of accuracy, 

expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, and pace. Teachers often provided 

mini-lessons of each part for each student individually, so that each student could 

develop the required awareness and ability gradually. First, for struggling readers, the 

teacher would probably integrate phonics instructions with RT scripts to facilitate 

students’ word recognition and pronunciations. In the book named Readers Theater in 

the Classroom, Tsou (2005) designed RT scripts specifically for training students’ 

phonemic awareness, so that students who were suffering from mispronunciations like 

the deletion of final consonants could be assisted. Second, students could receive 

expression training at the very beginning. In ordinary English classes, training of 
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prosodic readings usually appeared when students arrived at an intermediate or 

advanced level. Kevin’s English ability belonged to the beginner level, but he was 

able to learn expressive reading skills. Hence, beginners might also learn prosodic 

features with simple English. For example, teachers could use the letters AB, C. D! E? 

to train students to pause shortly, after a comma, and pause for a longer time after a 

period; show surprise while encountering an exclamation point, and uncertainty or a 

rise in tone while encountering a question mark; and show stress while encountering 

the boldface letter (Hook & Jones, 2002). Third, teachers could provide visible cues to 

remind students about phrasing. Teachers could first use the letters ABC DE FGH 

IJKL to help students practice chunking, and also put slashes between chunks on 

scripts. What was more, lines on scripts had to be arranged properly to avoid cutting 

the words within the same chunks into two lines. Fourth, if rhythmic reading was 

more difficult for students to learn, the teacher should spend more time practicing or 

preparing some easier chants for beginners.  

 The implementation of RT had positive impacts on the young learner’s learning 

motivation in terms of authentic performances, an increase of self-efficacy, and 

creating an autonomous and cooperative learning atmosphere. First, students were 

motivated to learn, especially when they had a real purpose for learning. For example, 

Kevin was willing to practice reading again and again because he knew there would 

be a real performance afterwards. Therefore, teachers were encouraged to provide 

students with authentic audiences while training the students’ four English skills. 

Second, students were more willing to learn when the tasks were a little challenging, 

but achievable. Kevin thought the scripts were not too difficult to read, so he was 
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willing to practice and learn them. The idea was similar to Krashen’s i+1 principle, in 

that the comprehensible input should be a little above students’ present level (Krashen, 

1982). Hence, teachers could modify the new reading materials from students’ 

familiar topics or textbooks, and then add some other new information. Third, 

teachers could empower students more by enabling them to make their own decisions 

during the whole learning process. Kevin was encouraged to express his own opinions 

in RT classes, and that’s one of the reasons he preferred RT to the ordinary English 

classes. In RT English courses, teachers could give students more freedom by 

allowing them to choose the topic and the book they wanted to read, and even the 

instruction they preferred to receive. Fourth, students enjoyed cooperative learning, 

because they were able to benefit from scaffolding from more competent peers and 

learn social skills at the same time. Kevin was a social individual, so he enjoyed doing 

group activities most of the time. Therefore, teachers could adopt more group 

discussion activities while directing English courses. However, Chinese students were 

likely not used to autonomous learning, or were not familiar with group activities, so 

teachers had to give them more concepts and principles before implementing this 

style of learning. For example, Kevin sometimes didn’t know how to discuss with 

others; one reason might have been because he seldom had group activities before, 

and the other reason might have been because he wasn’t confident enough in his 

English ability. Therefore, teachers had to guide students step-by-step while doing 

group activities, and then make sure students had acquired the sufficient knowledge or 

skills to finish the tasks.     
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6.3 Contribution of the Study 

 As mentioned in chapter 2, most previous literatures of reading fluency were 

related to the results of learners’ final progress under RT experiments. This study 

provides insights into the process of a young learner’s reading fluency development, 

including the dimensions of accuracy, expression and volume, phrasing, smoothness, 

and pace. With the detailed descriptions of the correlation between the participant’s 

reading fluency development and RT instructions provided by the study, teachers in 

the future are expected to enhance learners’ different dimensions of reading fluency 

by RT activities. Moreover, researchers could also further investigate the casual 

relationship between RT activities and dimensions of reading fluency based on the 

study.  

 

6.4 Limitations and Future Suggestions 

 The study had three limitations, and three suggestions for future research have 

been generated. First, due to the course arrangements of English remedial classes, the 

observation of this research lasted for merely three months. To see students fully 

develop their reading fluency, it might take longer. Hence, future researchers are 

encouraged to implement RT for a longer time in order to observe students’ reading 

fluency developments more completely. Second, the measurement of students’ 

reading fluency, including aspects of accuracy, expressions and volume, phrasing, 

smoothness, and pacing, was based on Multi-Fluency Scale rubrics. The interpretation 

of students’ reading performances might be too subjective, or not precise enough. 

Hence, future researchers could adopt some measurement tools or machines to 
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increase the precision of descriptions. For example, some subtle changes of prosodic 

features like pitch, stress, and intonation are not easy to sense, so the adoption of 

machinery tools would be helpful. Third, the study mainly adopted Simple Readers 

Theater, which meant students mainly acted out the story with their voices instead of 

gestures and customs. However, the addition of real theater elements in RT might 

spark different impacts on students’ reading fluency and learning motivation. 

Therefore, future researchers might try to adopt Staged RT or Chamber RT as 

implementations.        
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Appendix 1 

Readers Theater Script 1 

 

Revised from Lesson 1: What Subject Do you Like? 

Characters: Narrator 1&2, Mulan, Mulan’s Mom, Mulan’s Dad, Artist, Musician 

Instructions: intonation (arrow), stress (underline), emotion (Chinese words)   

  

ACT 1: On the Street 

Narrator 1: One day, Mulan and her mom go to the street. People are playing music 

and making art. 

Mom: ( 好奇 ) Mulan, do you like music?（） 

Mulan: ( 搖頭 ) No, I don’t.  

Mom: ( 好奇 ) Do you like art?（） 

     ( 自信 ) I can teach you. 

Mulan: ( 搖頭 ) No, thanks. 

Mom: ( 好奇 ) What subject do you like? 

ALL: ( 有氣勢 ) Hoi! Hoi! Ha! He! 

Mulan: ( 開心 ) I like PE. 

 

ACT 2: At Home 

Narrator 2: After they go home, Mulan’s papa is sad.  

Mulan: ( 擔心 ) What’s wrong, Daddy? （） 

              You look sad.  

Dad: ( 失望 ) Oh, nothing. 

Mom: ( 催促 ) Go to your room. 

Mulan: （不甘願）Yes, mom.  

Narrator 2: Mulan hides and listens to what they are saying.  

Dad: ( 擔心 ) Look at this.  

            I’m too old.  

ALL: ( 求救 ) Boys…boys… we need a boy.  

Narrator 2: Mulan comes and dresses like a solider.  

Mulan: ( 自信 )Don’t worry.  

              I can be a boy. 

ALL: ( 驚訝 ) Wow~~so handsome! 
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Appendix 2 

Readers Theater Script 2 

 

Revised from Lesson Two: My Favorite Season Is Winter 

Characters: Narrator, Mulan, Han, Jack, John, Other Soldiers 

Instructions: intonation (arrow), stress (boldface), phrasing (underline),  

   rhythm (small & big circle), acting (Chinese words)  

 

We Love Winter 

Narrator: It’s winter now. Mulan and other soldiers are riding on horses. Winds  

are blowing. （風聲）  

Han: （發抖）Brr…it’s cold.  

     （搖頭）I don’t like winter.  

Mulan: （好奇）What season do you like(), Han? () 

Han: （開心）I like spring.  

Jack & John: （開心）I like spring, too. 

All: （歡呼） Spring～Spring~ We like spring! 

 

                  

Birds are singing. What is coming? 

                  

Birds are singing. Spring is coming.  

 

Mulan:（好奇）Are you from the south? () 

Han:（肯定）Yes, I am. 

Mulan:（好奇）Is it warm in spring? () 

Han: （肯定）Yes, it is.  

             It’s warm in winter, too.  

Narrator: Suddenly, the enemies are coming.  

All: （呼喊）Oh, no!（指向觀眾）Here they come. 

Mulan: （有自信，搖手）Don’t worry.  

       （指腦袋）I have an idea. 

Narrator: They make snowballs and throw them at the enemies. The enemies   

 are running away. （其他人拿出藏在口袋的報紙雪球丟到觀眾後方）  

All: （跳起來開心歡呼）Yay~~ we love winter!  
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Appendix 3 

Sample Lesson Plan of Mar.24th  

Topic  
Lesson 1. What Subject Do 

you Like?  

Number 
7 

students Time 
40 minutes 

Age  Grade 5th  5:00~5:40PM 

Teaching 

objectives  

Cognitive 

1. Students learn different emotions with their corresponding 

intonations. 

2. Students learn concepts of linking sounds, punctuation, 

and characteristics.   

3. Students learn the skills and procedures of presentation by 

way of rehearsals. 

Affective 
1. Students enjoy speaking in character via a role playing 

game. 

Psychomotor  

1. Students are able to read lines with appropriate emotions, 

intonations, and pausing in context.  

2. Students are able to perform properly during the 

rehearsals.   

Procedure Outline Time Props  

Review  

& 

Intonation  

1. Review:  

1.1 The teacher asked students what had to be 

noticed while reading scripts? (volume & emotions) 

1.2 What were the emotions learned last time? 

(review via the emotion dictionary handout) 

2. Emotion game:  

2.1 Students said “Today’s weather is fine” with 

different emotions to let others guess.   

3. Punctuation, emotion, and intonation:  

3.1 The teacher demonstrated various intonations 

with emotions and punctuation. 

“Do you like to play video games?”  

“Yes, I like to play video games.”  

“I can’t believe it!”  

3.2 Rising intonation: yes/no questions.  

Falling intonation: affirmations.  

10 

mins 

 

1.The 

emotion 

dictionary 

handout 

2. Script 1  
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Exclamations to show excitement.  

Comma with shorter pause. 

Period with longer pause.  

4. Practiced with script 1  

Speak in 

character  

1. Talk differently according to these characteristics:  

1.1 The teacher asked students how different 

characters spoke? 

Soldiers: loudly, confidently, powerfully… 

Old Man: slowly, weakly, with a low pitch… 

Child: quickly, with a high pitch… 

Mother: softly…  

1.2 The teacher demonstrated, and students 

practiced.  

2. Finding pair activity:  

2.1 The teacher explained and distributed the 

role-play cards. Each student got one character, and 

they had to speak in that assigned character. They 

had to find pairs who had the same character, but 

they could only act it out. They couldn’t say the 

answer directly. 

2.2 Students started to act the character out by 

speaking. The topic was “my hobbies”.   

2.3 The teacher announced the winner, and 

explained how the concept related to RT.  

3. Practice speaking in characters with Script 1.  

10 

mins  

1. Role-play 

cards  

Rehearsal  

1. Students practiced reading scripts with 

appropriate emotion, pausing, liking sounds, and 

intonations according to their characters’ features.  

2. Students rehearsed entering and exiting the stage. 

3. Students learned how to stand and hold the script 

properly during the presentation time.  

10 

mins 
1. Script 1  

Reflection  

& 

Evaluation 

1. Student diary: Students wrote their reflections 

about that day’s (today’s) lesson.  

2. Evaluation: Students read their lines individually, 

and the teacher gave them a score and feedback.  

10 

mins 

1.The 

student’s 

reflective 

sheet  
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Appendix 4 

The Emotion Dictionary Handout 

*Excerpted from Hsu’s Integrating Readers Theater into ELT Classrooms (2011), p.288.  
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Appendix 5 

Role Cards for Finding Pairs Game 
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Appendix 6 

The Parent’s Consent Sheet   

Dear parents, 

 In order to improve your child’s English ability, I will implement Readers 

Theater as an approach to determine how it affects your child’s learning. The program 

will last from March to June in 2014, and will go from 4:10 p.m. until 5:40 p.m. (90 

minutes in total) every Monday afternoon. The intervention will only take 40 minutes. 

I sincerely invite your child to join the research program.    

 Additionally, all the documented materials, including assessments and interviews, 

will be for research purposes only. The researcher will delete all the information after 

the research to protect your child’s privacy. If you are willing to let your child 

participate in the Readers Theater intervention, please sign your name on the parent’s 

consent form. I really appreciate your involvement. 

 

Teacher’s name: Yi-han Chen (A graduate student of TESOL in NCCU)  

Phone number:  

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

The Parent’s Consent Form  

I agree to let my child_______________________________ join the Readers Theater 

for the purpose of remedial education research.   

Parent’s signature_______________ 

Date: _____________________ 
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家長同意書 

親愛的貴家長，您好： 

 為了增進孩子的英文能力，本人將以實驗教學的方式，進行「讀者劇場」的

教學活動來瞭解孩子的英文學習效果。課程時間為民國一百零三年三月至五月，

每週一下午 4:10~5:40（總共 90分鐘），課程中的 40分鐘將融入英文讀本的教學，

共計為期 12週的課程，誠摯地邀請您的孩子參與其中。 

 此外，本人將維護參與學生之相關資料隱私，參與本計畫期間的測驗或訪談

內容僅供學術研究使用。若您同意讓孩子參與「讀者劇場」的教學，煩請於下方

家長同意書中簽名，再次感謝您的參與，並敬祝闔府安康，尊體安泰。 

 

教師姓名：陳逸涵 （政治大學英語教學研究所） 

連絡電話：  

 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

家長同意書 

本人同意子女＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿參與攜手班英語讀者劇場之論

文研究計畫。 

 

家長簽名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

民國 103年     月      日 
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Appendix 7 

The Background Information Sheet  

Dear students, 

 Thank you for filling in the learning background information sheet. The 

following are some questions that the teacher would like to know. Please answer those 

questions as accurately as possible. There are no correct answers, and the sheet will 

not be scored. Please fill it in and be at ease.  

The Teacher: Yi-han Chen 

1. Class:___________________ Name:______________________ 

2. Father’s job:_____________ Mother’s job:__________________ 

3. How often do your parents check your communication book?  

☐ seldom  ☐sometimes  ☐always  

4. I started to learn English in _______________ grade 

5. How often do you review your English lessons at home?   

☐ seldom  ☐sometimes  ☐always 

6. Have you ever been to an English cram school? ☐ Yes  ☐No  

7. Do you go to an English cram school now? ☐ Yes  ☐No  

8. Whom do you often learn English from? 

☐ myself  ☐friends  ☐brothers & sisters 

☐ parents  ☐teachers  ☐others:___________________________ 

9. What do you think about learning English? 

☐ it’s important  ☐it’s somewhat important  ☐it is not necessary  

10. How do you feel about learning English? 

☐ interested  ☐somewhat interested  ☐bored 

11. What do you think about learning English? 

☐ easy  ☐somewhat easy  ☐difficult 

12. The purpose of learning English is _______________________________ 

13. What’s your expectation of the English teacher’s instructions? 

14. What do you expect to learn from the English course? 
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學習背景資料問卷 

親愛的小朋友： 

 感謝你幫助老師填寫這項問卷，以下幾個問題式老師想要了解的，請你根據

事實回答以下的問題，這些問題沒有標準答案，也沒有計分，請安心作答。 

陳逸涵老師 

1. 班級：＿＿年＿＿班   姓名：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2. 父親的職業：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 母親的職業：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

3. 爸媽常看你的連絡簿嗎？☐ 幾乎不看 ☐有時看，有時不看 ☐每天都看 

4. 你從＿＿年級開始學英語 

5. 你回家會復習英語嗎？☐ 幾乎不看 ☐有時看，有時不看 ☐每天都看 

6. 你曾在校外補習英語嗎？ ☐有 ☐沒有 

7. 你現在有在校外補習英語嗎？ ☐有 ☐沒有 

8. 你的英文大部份是跟誰學的？（可複選） 

☐自己 ☐朋友 ☐兄姐 ☐家長 ☐學校老師 ☐其它：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

9.你覺得英對你來說：☐很重要 ☐不太重要 ☐沒必要 

10. 你覺得學英文 ☐很有趣 ☐沒感覺 ☐很無聊 

11. 你覺得學英文 ☐很容易 ☐普通 ☐很困難 

12. 你覺得學英文的目的是＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

13. 你希望老師怎麼上這門課？ 

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

14. 你希望上這門課，自己想學到什麼？ 

＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 
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Appendix 8 

Semi-structured Interview Question   

Part 1. Understanding of Readers Theater 

1. Have you ever joined courses or performances related to Readers Theater? Please 

 describe those experiences.  

2. How is RT different from an ordinary English class? 

3. What does the teacher often do in an RT class?  

4. What should you notice during rehearsals?  

5. What did you learn from watching RT contest videos? 

Part 2. Reflections on RT Activities  

1. How do you feel about the scripts? 

2. The teachers have done many activities, such as sung Ten Little Indians, practiced 

 implementing emotion, role plays, breathing and shooting arrow activities, 

 and ‘guessing who is the leader…’ games (refer to Kevin’s student  dairies) 

 2.1 What’s the activity that you like most? Why? 

 2.2 What’s the activity that you dislike most? Why?   

3. While rehearsing, the teacher asked students to practice volume control, 

 procedures of staging, reading accuracy, emotion, and smoothness…   

 3.1 Which is the most important part? Why? 

 3.2 Which is the most difficult part? Why? 

 3.3 Which is the easiest part? Why?  

4. What were your feelings while doing the RT performance?  

5. What’s your opinion about post-discussion activity after the RT performance?  
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6. In terms of reading scripts, RT activities, performances, post-discussions …  

 6.1 Which part do you think is the most interesting?   

 6.2 Which part do you feel is boring?  

7. Do you prefer to read lines by yourself or with others? 

8. In the future, would you prefer to learn English via RT or not? Why?  

9. Why do you join English classes? (Because you want to learn English, you like  

 the teacher, you enjoy RT instructions, you like to collect reward cards, you 

 like to learn with classmates, or you are forced by your parents?)   

Part 3. Self-evaluation of English Abilities  

1. What vocabulary have you learned from RT instructions?  

2. What should you notice while reading scripts?  

 2.1 What are some emotions you might have?  

 2.2 How do intonations differ from each other?  

 2.3 How do voices of characters differ?  

3. Do you prefer to read word by word or phrase by phrase?  

4. How does your frequency of pausing change?  

5. How does your reading speed change? 

6. What aspects of reading are you satisfied with?  

7. What aspects of reading do you need to make more effort with?  

Part 4. Interests of English Learning 

1. Do you prefer to learn English by way of an ordinary class or RT class?  

 1.1 Do you prefer to speak English in an ordinary class or RT class?  

 1.2 Do you review RT lessons at home?  
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 1.3 Have you changed your attitudes toward English learning after experiencing 

  RT?  

2. How does RT influence your confidence toward English reading?  

3. What actions might you take while encountering unknown words?  
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第一部分：對讀者劇場的了解  

1. 你以前有上過類似讀者劇場的課或是參加表演嗎？ 

2. 你覺得讀者劇場的上課方式和一般上課有哪些不同？ 

3. 老師通常上課都做哪些活動？ 

4. 排練的時候要注意哪些事情？ 

5. 你從觀察別人的演出學到什麼？ 

第二部分：對讀者劇場對讀者劇場活動的興趣 

1. 你對這次的劇本有什麼感想？ 

2. 老師有做過唱歌大小聲練習，情緒練習，角色卡扮演活動，呼吸射箭的練習，

猜誰在做動作（參考 student diary，活動檔案） 

2.1你最喜歡哪個活動，為什麼？ 

2.2你最討厭哪個活動，為什麼？ 

3. 排練的時候，老師要大家重複練習音量，動作，上下台程序，台詞的正確度，

台詞的情緒，台詞的順暢 

3.1. 你覺得哪個部份最重要，為什麼？ 

3.2. 你覺得哪個部份最困難，為什麼？ 

3.3 你覺得哪個部份最容易，為什麼？  
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4. 上台表演的時候你有什麼感覺？喜不喜歡？ 

5. 你對演出後的討論有什麼感覺？ 

6. 你覺得唸讀劇本，讀者劇場活動，演出，演出後討論，哪個部份最有趣？最

無聊？ 

7. 你比較喜歡自己唸讀還是和別人一起，為什麼？ 

8. 以後還會想繼續用讀者劇場的學習方式還是不會，為什麼？ 

9. 自己想學英文，喜歡老師，喜歡讀者劇場的教學方式，喜歡集獎卡，喜歡和

同學一起學習，被逼的？ 

第三部分：讀者劇場對英文閱讀能力的影響 

1. 有哪些單字是你本來不會唸後來會的嗎？請舉例跟老師說有哪些？ 

2. 唸劇本的時候有哪些需要注意的地方？ 

2-1. 唸台詞的時候有哪些情緒？ 

2-2. 不同情緒語調有哪些差別？像是疑問和肯定 

2-3. 不同的角色聲音聽起來有哪些差別？像是老人和小孩 

3. 你覺得唸讀台詞時一個字一個字唸比較好聽還是一串字一串字唸？ 

4. 你覺得自己現在唸讀台詞時停頓的次數和以前比起來有什麼差別？ 

5. 你覺得自己現在唸讀劇本的速度和之前比起來有什麼差別？ 
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6. 你覺得自己哪些地方表現很好？ 

7. 哪些地方可以更進步？ 

第四部分：讀者劇場對英語學習態度的影響 

1. 你喜歡用讀者劇場還是一般上課方式學習英文？ 

1.1. 你在一般英文課還是在讀者劇場的上課方式比較願意說英文？ 

1.2. 回家有練習要怎唸嗎？ 

1.3.你對英文的或是態度在讀者劇場前後有什麼不一樣嗎？ 

2. 讀者劇場有影響你對閱讀英文的信心嗎，哪些方面？ 

3. 如果你遇到不太會的單字你會怎麼辦？ 
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Appendix 9 

The Student’s Diary  

 

 

  

Name：                  Date：4/21 

1.What vocabulary have you learned today? 

 

A：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2. How did you feel about the first activity？ 

 

Because＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3. I feel the activity was…（easy/ so-so / difficult） 

1. What emotions did you learn about in activity 2？ 

 

A：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2. How did you feel about activity 2？ 

 

Because＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3. I feel the activity was…（easy/ so-so / difficult） 

1. What kind of performing skills have you learned from activity 3？ 

 

A：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿  

2. How do you feel about activity 3？ 

 

Because＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3. I feel the activity was…（easy/ so-so / difficult） 

My Learning 
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姓名：                  日期：4/21 

1.一開始老師教大家唸劇本，有哪些單字本來不會，後來學會了？ 

 

答：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2.你對這個活動感覺是？ 

 

因為＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3.我覺得這個活動的難易程度是？（簡單/普通/困難） 

 

1.第二個活動老師讓大家分組討論，你學到念台詞時有哪些情緒？ 

 

答：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2.你對這個活動的感覺是？ 

 

因為＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3.我覺得這個活動的難易程度是？（簡單/普通/困難） 

 

1.第三個活動老師播放別人讀者劇場的演出，你學到有哪些表演的方式？ 

 

答：＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

2.你對這個活動的感覺是？ 

 

因為＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿＿ 

 

3.我覺得這個活動的難易程度是？（簡單/普通/困難） 

我的讀劇心得 
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Appendix 10 

Multidimensional Fluency Scale  

Scores will range from 4 to 16. Scores of 9 and above indicate that fluency has been 

achieved for the grade level of the passage read. Scores below 8 indicate that fluency 

may be a concern.  

A. Accuracy 

1. Word recognition accuracy is poor: generally below 85%. Reader clearly 

struggles in decoding words. Make multiple decoding attempts for many 

words, usually without success. 

2. Word recognition accuracy is marginal: 86% - 90%. Reader struggles with 

many words. Many unsuccessful attempts at self-correction. 

3. Word recognition accuracy is good: 91% - 95%. Self-corrects successfully. 

4. Word recognition accuracy is excellent: 96%. Self-corrections are rare and 

successful, as nearly all words are read correctly on initial attempt. 

B. Expression and Volume  

1. Reads with little expression or enthusiasm in voice. Reads words as if to 

simply get them out. Little sense of trying to make text sound like natural 

language. Tends to read in a quiet voice. 

2. Some expression. Begins to use voice to make text sound like natural 

language in some areas of the text, but not others. Focus remains largely on 

saying the words. Still reads in a voice that is quiet.  

3. Sounds like natural language throughout the better part of the passage. 

Occasionally slips into expressionless reading. Voice volume is generally 

appropriate throughout the text. 

4. Reads with good expression and enthusiasm throughout the text. Sounds 

like natural language. Reader is able to vary expression and volume to 

match his/her interpretation of the passage.   
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C. Phrasing 

1. Monotonic, with little sense of phrase boundaries, frequent word-by-word 

reading. Usually exhibits improper stress and intonation that fail to mark 

ends of sentences and clauses. 

2. Frequent two-word and three-word phrases giving the impression of 

choppy reading. Lacks appropriate stress and intonation that mark ends of 

sentences and clauses. 

3. Mixture of run-ons, mid-sentence pauses for breath, and possibly some 

choppiness. Reasonable stress and intonation. 

4. Generally well phrased; mostly in phrase, clause, and sentence units; with 

adequate attention on expression 

D. Smoothness 

1. Frequent extended pauses, hesitations, false starts, sound-outs, repetitions, 

and/or multiple attempts. 

2. Several “rough spots” in the text where extended pauses, hesitation, etc. are 

more frequent and disruptive. 

3. Occasional breaks in smoothness caused by difficulties with specific words 

and/or structures. 

4. Generally smooth reading with minimal breaks, but word and structure 

difficulties are resolved quickly, usually through self-correction. 

E. Pace (during sections of minimal disruption) 

1. Slow and laborious.  

2. Moderately slow (or overly and inappropriately fast).  

3. Uneven mixture of fast and slow reading.  

4. Consistently conversational and appropriate 

 

*Excerpted from Rasinski’s The Fluent Reader (2003), p.199.  
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Appendix 11 

The Reading Passage from QRI-V 

 

“I Can”  

 

I can jump.  

See me jump. 

I can hop.  

See me hop.  

I can run.  

See me run. 

I can eat lunch.  

See me eat. 

I can sleep.  

See me sleep. 

I can dream.  

See me dream. (37 words)  

 

Reading rate: 37x60=2,220/_______seconds=_______WPM 
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